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Extreme Voice 17 : Introduction

Welcome to EV17! Yes, don’t remind us, we wanted to got this one out by last Christmas – but all our good intentions
went out of the window when we were asked to design tour merchandise for both John’s Exotour and Midge’s Breathe
tour! Speaking of which, you can now buy what’s left of these items on page 27 (full tour reports are on pages 28 and
40). What with this, a new CD (Extended Ultravox) and two re-releases (Quartet and Answers to Nothing) for EMI
Gold, and a new Subterranean Omnidelic Exotour CD for John already in 1998, we’ve been kept pretty busy. Yes, EV
is still a hobby for us – we just don’t sleep!!
The EV website is still going great guns, with visits from Warren and Midge in the real-time Chat Room on a fairly regular
basis – thanks guys! EV also plays host to Midge’s Breathe tour web diary, which are tales of everyone’s adventures out
on tour, updated from Berenice’s laptop as the dates progress. It features photos taken with Midge’s new digital camera
which is strapped to his belt at all times, all the better for catching embarrassing moments with (Cerise had a close escape
in Italy because the camera’s batteries had run down!). The website is also a great indicator of how many Ultravox fans
are still out there – we are now up to 23,000 individual visitors and 48,000 hits. A comforting thought, isn’t it?!
Not satisfied with producing one website, we’ve done another! Rob is helming Metamatic, the official John Foxx website,
with John’s help and blessing. You can find it at http://www.metamatic.com and http://www.metamatic.co.uk, and as
with EV it will be ever-evolving and will reproduce virtually nothing from the EV magazines and vice versa, to keep the
fanzine good value for money.
As usual, quite a few subscriptions run out with this issue, in which case your address label will say “subscription expires
with EV17”, and a subscription renewal form will be enclosed. We hope you’ll join us for another term! Any cheques etc
should be made payable to Cerise A. Reed, please.
Subscription rates are as follows:

UK £10.00

• EUROPE £11.00

• OUTSIDE EUROPE £14.00

Here’s how to contact us:

Cerise Reed and Robin Harris, Extreme Voice,
19 SALISBURY STREET, ST GEORGE, BRISTOL BS5 8EE, ENGLAND.
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TEL / FAX: (0117) 939 7078 URL: http://www.ultravox.org.uk
EMAIL (CERISE): ev@ultravox.org.uk EMAIL (ROBIN): robinharris@ultravox.org.uk
All the very best!

All text and pictures © Extreme Voice 1998 except where stated.
Reproduction by written permission only please.

IN BRIEF

Special Offer:
EV readers and website visitors booking ONLY by cheque
from the address below (offer not available on the Credit
Card Hotline) before the end of August 1998 will receive
a discount as follows. [EV members who sent in SAEs (see
page 48) or joined the email news service on the website
were notified of this offer early in July]. Single tickets can
also be purchased here:
4 tickets for the same night – £50.00
(the equivalent of £12.50 each)
or
8 tickets spread over both nights / same night – £88.00
(the equivalent of £11.00 each).
Send cheques (payable to Colin Spencer) along with
your name, address, telephone number and night(s) for
which you require tickets, to:
Unearthed EV offer
HEADSTONE
PO BOX 3
SHEPSHED
LEICESTERSHIRE LE12 9ZX
UK
There will be a bar in this No Smoking venue.

Unearthed press release:
Returning to classical composition after his 25-year
sojourn in the pop business, Billy Currie will be
performing his new Unearthed compositions in London
this Autumn.
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THE BILLY CURRIE BAND
Unearthed
We are pleased to announce an exclusive ticket offer to
EV members and website visitors!
Venue:
The Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore,
London SW7. If travelling by tube, the nearest station is
South Kensington (Circle and District lines).
Dates:
Friday 25 and Saturday 26 September 1998.
Tickets:
Tickets for the two Unearthed shows will normally be
£15.00 each plus a credit card booking fee of £1.00 per
ticket. They can be ordered from the credit card hotline
below, which will be open from July 20th:

Ticket Credit Card Hotline: 01509 651213

Best known for his many world-wide hits with Ultravox
and Visage, Billy is now exploring fertile areas beyond the
usual verse/chorus/middle-eight songwriting structure.
The first ever live performances by The Billy Currie
Band, premiering Unearthed, will be on Friday 25 and
Saturday 26 September 1998 at The Royal Geographical
Society in London. This unique venue has been especially
chosen to stage these concerts because the new
compositions have been written from broad inspirational
themes of geography and travel.
The Royal Geographical Society have allowed access to
their extensive photographic collection, built over many
years from pioneering world-wide expeditions, to enable
the visual enhancement of the presentation of the music
in these premieres.
"What we are intending is to combine the style of a
classical concert with the vibe of a gig and atmosphere of
theatre," said Billy. "These will be our first live shows of
this kind."

In these two performances Billy, besides playing his
trademark keyboards, will be moving from playing violin to
the viola, the instrument he studied at Music College.
Additionally, he will be conducting The Billy Currie Band
with its thirteen-strong string section (six violins, four cellos,
two violas and a double bass), second keyboard and bass.
Written over the last 18 months, the nine Unearthed
pieces reflect and express many personal and national
emotions (during this period, Billy's second child
was born). Being by nature contemporary classical
compositions, they will undoubtedly appeal to a broad
audience beyond those who only know of Billy's work
from his 1980's commercial pop period. This new
audience will also include those who appreciate Steve
Martland, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Gavin Bryars and
Michael Röther. The Unearthed concerts will premiere
nine new compositions:
Cathedral Climb
Whatever Glows
Transparent
Unearthed
Polished by Bare Feet
Running Through the Years
Scattered Soul
The Great Incontestable Stars
Routes
The atmosphere that has successfully been captured on
Unearthed is in a far more classical vein than on either
of Billy’s previous two solo outings, although his
unmistakable sound is never far from the surface. Billy’s
ever-present sense of humour is also evident, most
notably on Transparent which includes a reference to
the title track from Transportation. Aside from the
artists mentioned in the press release, favourable
comparisons will undoubtedly be made with both
Michael Nyman and Philip Glass. We’re sure that the
inspired coupling of Unearthed with the images from
London’s Royal Geographical Society will ensure that
these dates are not to be missed.

Unearthed competition:
Billy has kindly given us a signed demo CD of
Unearthed, plus two pairs of tickets to a show of your
choice. All you need to do is answer the question below:
Q: Where will the Unearthed shows be performed?
First one out of the hat on August 31st wins the CD and
a pair of tickets. The runner-up gets a pair of tickets.
Don’t forget to send your answer together with your
name, address and telephone number to the EV address
on page 1. Entries by email are acceptable, please send
them to ev@ultravox.org.uk.

MIDGE URE
Success for Breathe
Last issue we reported on the poor response to Midge
Ure's Breathe album. But since then many things have
changed! As of last September the single Breathe has
been featured as the soundtrack to the new Swatch Watch
adverts – "How long is a Swatch Minute?". Due to the
boost in publicity, the repackaged album (in blue) and
single (in green) have been selling in huge quantities and
topping the charts all over Europe.
BMG rush-released the Breathe single in Italy and it went
straight in at No.1! If this isn't a testimony to the strength
of the material, then we don't know what is. As Midge
commented, "It proves what we've been saying all along.
People just needed to get to hear it". On 8th February
1998 Breathe was voted No.1 on the SWF3 Radio call-in
show in Germany, the Elch-charts. It received a massive
amount of votes over and above anything else, and got
many more than even Oasis's brand new single.
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Tours and festivals
Two mini-tours were undertaken earlier this year, covering
Switzerland, Italy, Germany and Austria. There is a new
band and a new sound, courtesy of Russell Field on
drums, Dave Williamson on bass, Josh Phillips on
keyboards and Troy Donockley on Uillean pipes, Cittern,
low whistle, blistering electric guitar and anything else he
can get his hands on. Oh and they’re all completely mad.
To find out more about them, flip through pages 44 to 47.
Midge has also appeared at various music festivals during
the summer. The final one (for the moment) is in Berlin,
Germany on Saturday August 29th, the Stars for Free 98
Festival. The venue is the Parkbühne Wuhlheide near
Berlin-Koepenick. Gates open 1pm local time, concert
starts 3pm, Midge is on stage at approximately 9pm.
Entry is FREE. Tickets are available on air from radio
stations in Germany and from Lars Graefe on 0049 30
88484173 or via email from musicdept@104.6RTL.com.
RTL2 (German nationwide TV) will broadcast the
highlights of the show on Sunday, September 6th from
6pm to 8pm German time.

MIDGE URE

the year, access to Club events (in Italy recently this included
tickets to see Midge play live), special offers and more from
this exceptionally forward-thinking company.

Breathe CD collectables
As Midge's Breathe continues to do well throughout
Europe and is being shown in America, Japan and
Singapore, collectors can rejoice as various collectible
releases hit the market.

Fields of Fire follow-up single:
Fields of Fire has been released in Germany as a follow-up
to Breathe, and is doing quite well in the charts. The first
batch pressed had a one-second glitch during Tor, one of
the B-sides, and had to be recalled. Interestingly enough
this should make the flawed discs quite collectable...

New Breathe promo videos
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Midge recently went to Budapest, where he filmed two
new videos for the re-release of the Breathe single.
Directed by Ricard Paoletti of Swatch, they feature similar
imagery to the advertisements. The first video features a
teaser "TO BE CONTINUED" ending. The second video is
showing now and portrays Midge getting married to the
girl from the first part. Or is he just daydreaming..?
Stills from the first video can be found on the EV website,
at http://www.ultravox.org.uk/evswatchstills.html.
The second batch will follow shortly.

JOHN FOXX

1. Swatch the Club watch-shaped CD
A CD release, by its very nature, is limiting in the design
stakes. Gone are the times when the designer had control
over the paper stock, UV spot varnish, screen printing and
other such lovely techniques to make the album a tactile
experience to be savoured and enjoyed. CDs are generally
encased in plastic, which whilst being hard-wearing and the
CD itself a vast improvement in sound quality over vinyl,
you just can't get excited about them. The sense of touch
has been taken away, and the artwork is so small that you
just can't strut down the street with your latest acquisition,
displaying it for all to admire. No-one would notice.

International
Switzerland
Germany
Austria
UK
France
Italy
Belgium
USA
Netherlands
Portugal
Japan
Japan
Singapore
Taiwan
Hong Kong
Greece

++41(0) 32 343 93 83
++41 (0) 32 343 96 44
++49 (0) 6173 606 333
++431 981 85 45
++44 (0) 1 703 646 846
++33 (0) 1 53 81 22 06
++39 (0) 2 82 40 7524
++32 (0) 2 558 13 99
++1 1-800 U4 Swatch
+31 433 25 55 55
+351 1 207 34 42
+81 3 39 80 40 07 (9:30am - 6:00pm)
+81 3 59 40 42 53 (24 h)
+65 2 75 63 88
+886 2 781 38 11
+852 2 501 51 38
+30 1 77 56 902

But lo! Just when we'd all gotten used to the ubiquitous
plastic box, a new innovation comes along. Granted, it's
still in a jewel case – but what's inside has, we're sure,
never been done before.

3. Japanese Breathe album release
Japanese vinyl releases have always been collectable for
three reasons; one, they're produced to a very high quality,
usually much better than the standard version. Two,
they're always very limited. And three, there's just
something NICE about that paper strip down the side.
Japanese CDs are no different, even down to the strip. Not
only that, but this version of the Breathe album has an
extra track – Breathe live, bringing it to a total of 12
songs. There's also an additional booklet insert along with
the standard one, this new one being entirely in Japanese.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Breathe
Fields of Fire
Fallen Angel
Free
Guns and Arrows
Lay My Body Down
Sinnerman
Live Forever
Trail of Tears
May Your Good Lord
The Maker
Breathe (live)

5’05”
4’43”
7’35”
6’01”
7’48”
9’59”
8’01”
5’40”
6’57”
7’41”
7’41”
3’58”

Catalogue Number: 74321 56145 2

It's a shaped picture compact disc.
As previously mentioned, Swiss watch supremos Swatch
teamed up with Midge for their Swatch Irony advertising
campaign, which uses Breathe as the soundtrack. The
adverts have been so well received that they have included
a licensed CD “The Music of Swatch” (the lovely watchshaped item above) in their 1998 Lucky 7 membership
pack, track listing as follows:

Raiding the archive
In January of this year Extreme Voice assisted John in the
recovery of his back-catalogue from Virgin Records.
Hidden amongst the many tapes were tracks which we
had previously been led to believe had been lost forever,
such as Glimmer, Mr No, My Face and Swimmer 1.
There were also some pleasant surprises, like a version of
Like a Miracle recorded in late 1979, as well as the
alternate mixes of A New Kind of Man and He’s a
Liquid. John is planning to reissue this material, together
with tracks from his personal archive, in the near future.

To join, contact the Swatch the Club in your country or
Swatch the Club International:

1. Breathe (single version)
2. Breathe (live)
3. Breathe (album version)

4'06"
3'58"
4'28"

Catalogue Number: 74321 55263 2
The only way to obtain the CD is to join Swatch the Club –
it's approximately £50 in the UK and pretty good value for
money since you receive the members-only Lucky 7 watch,
Swatch Historical and cardboard holder, the watch-shaped
Breathe CD, a membership card, newsletters throughout

2. Japanese Breathe single snap-pack
Another lovely item is this Japanese "snap pack". Inside
the infrastructure is made of grey plastic, housing the
three-inch CD single.

ULTRAVOX
Recent CD releases

The lyrics are printed inside both in Japanese and English,
and for once – horror of horrors – they're correct! Cast
your mind back to virtually every Japanese Ultravox
release, and remember the mirth at reading lines which
had obviously been translated phonetically by someone
with little grasp of the language (well, you try translating
something into Japanese and see how you fare!).
The single features:
1. Breathe (radio edit)
2. Breathe (live)
3. May Your Good Lord
Catalogue Number: 74321 56146 2

4'06"
3'58"
4'04"

Ultravox : Extended Ultravox
As reported in the last issue of Extreme Voice EMI Gold
have released what is effectively a ‘new’ Ultravox album.
Extended Ultravox is a brand new collection of
remixes, many of which have never appeared on CD
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before. This now means that more or less everything that
was ever released by Ultravox has now been available on
compact disc. The only alteration to this was that the
extended version of Heart of the Country was dropped
in favour of the extended mix of Lament. The whole
story of how this CD was put together can be found in
the Gold Mine 2 article on page 21.
1. All Stood Still (12” version)
2. Reap the Wild Wind
(extended version)
3. We Came to Dance
(extended version)
4. Serenade (special re-mix)
5. One Small Day (special re-mix)
6. Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
(special re-mix)
7. Lament (extended mix)
8. Love’s Great Adventure
(extended version)
9. Same Old Story (extended version)
10. All Fall Down (extended mix)

5’05”
4’43”
7’35”
6’01”
7’48”
9’59”
8’01”
5’40”
6’57”
7’41”

Catalogue Number: EMI Gold 493 4652

Ultravox : Quartet
The most recent Ultravox album to receive the EMI Gold
treatment is Quartet. This time around the album
features the B-sides to all four singles, Reap the Wild
Wind, Hymn, Visions in Blue and We Came to Dance.
It should be available to buy from September 7th 1998.
Reap the Wild Wind
Serenade
Mine For Life
Hymn
Visions in Blue
When the Scream Subsides
We Came to Dance
Cut and Run
The Song (We Go)
Hosanna (In Excelsis Deo)
Monument
Break Your Back
Overlook

Catalogue Number: 496 8232

Ultravox : Rage in Eden (Disky version)
So we went to all that trouble to recreate the artwork for
Rage in Eden without using the original ‘face’ images to
produce an album that captures the ‘feel’ of the original
AND WHAT HAPPENS...? Disky Records decide to create one
of their own. The cover is (if you can believe it!!) light green
and white with burgundy foil block and features a pic of
Ultravox from 1980 (about the time of the Passing
Strangers single), which means... Tah-da da da da daaaaa...
that it wins the award for the worst ever Ultravox or related
CD sleeve, just (but only just) ahead of the original Music For
Pleasure version of Dancing with Tears in My Eyes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

well; Midge is referred to as both Midge Ure & J. Ure,
while Chris is either C. Cross or C. Allen and Billy is either
B or W Currie – consistency guys, consistency! The front
cover features the same pic of Ultravox that appears on
the Disky version of Rage in Eden, coupled with some
European architecture, which produces quite a pleasing
effect. However, because this album offers nothing
dramatically different, it is destined to be for the newlyconverted and completists only.

3’50”
5’09”
4’45”
5’50”
4’40”
4’17”
4’14”
4’18”
3’57”
4’16”
3’16”
3’25”
4’05”

The Voice
We Stand Alone
Rage in Eden
I Remember (Death in the Afternoon)
The Thin Wall
Stranger Within
Accent on Youth
The Ascent
Your Name
(Has Slipped My Mind Again)
10. I Never Wanted to Begin
11. Paths and Angles
12. I Never Wanted to Begin
(extended version)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Vienna
Sleepwalk
The Voice
We Came to Dance
Waiting
Passing Strangers
All Fall Down
Dreams
The Thin Wall
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
Hymn
Passionate Reply
Lament
Love’s Great Adventure
White China (recorded live at the
Hammersmith Odeon, June 1984)
16. Reap the Wild Wind
17. All in One Day
18. Monument

4’39”
3’12”
4’24”
4’06”
3’52”
3’50”
5’09”
2’31”
4’26”
4’05”
4’25”
4’18”
4’18”
3’08”

6’02”
5’40”
4’12”
4’59”
5’40”
7’27”
4’45”
2’19”

Catalogue Number: DISKY DC 881632

4’41”
3’32”
4’20”

JOHN FOXX / LOUIS GORDON

6’17”

Limited CD releases

3’46”
3’45”
4’18”
3’15”

Catalogue Number: DISKY DC 881632

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Burning Car
Dislocation
Overpass
This City
Shifting City

8’39”
4’39”
5’54”
4’31”
8’43”

Catalogue Number: Metamatic META 0003CD

John Foxx & Louis Gordon :
Subterranean Omnidelic Exotour
For anyone who saw the Exotour, this is the perfect
souvenir. Recorded in the same manner as last year’s
Exotour CD, this was made available at the shows in
April. Strictly limited to only 500 copies, this CD features
the vast majority of the songs performed in the set – the
exceptions being Dislocation and Here We Go.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

20th Century
Burning Car
Overpass
This City
Hiroshima Mon Amour
Just For a Moment
The Quiet Men
An Ocean We Can Breathe
Through My Sleeping
The Noise
Shifting City
Endlessly

6’22”
8’37”
5’53”
4’35”
4’58”
4’02”
5’09”
6’32”
5’29”
4’58”
8’36”
8’12”

Catalogue Number: Metamatic META 0004CD

Ultravox : The Voice – The Best of Ultravox
You may not realise it, but you’ve already seen this album
before (four times to be exact). You may know it better as
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes or even Ultravox : 19
Classic Tracks, but this time the track order has been
juggled around to include two extra songs, Lament and
The Thin Wall. The writing credits are a bit of a puzzle as

John Foxx & Louis Gordon : Exotour 97
This CD was recorded especially to be sold on the first leg
of 1997’s Exotour and for most people it was the first time
they would’ve heard any of the new material. Not obvious
from the sleeve is that these aren’t remixed tracks, instead
they were specially recorded for this EP during the
rehearsals for the tour. Strictly limited to 1,000 copies, this
CD came in a psychedelic card sleeve which was a
variation on the picture used for the tour poster.

There’s been so much demand for these CDs that John
and Louis are planning to make third version more widely
available. When asked if this new version will feature
different mixes and / or different tracks, John replied
“We’ll have to listen to it again. The first two were
recorded in a few hours before the tours. Sometimes this
can add spontaneity, other times it can seem inaccurate
and unrepresentative. We really want it to be a good
representation of a good live performance of the tour
set. The problem with this is that the whole tour set wont
fit on a single CD - it’s too long.” However, John and
Louis are “currently immersed in recording a new album”
(plus John’s commitments to his collaboration with
Harold Budd), so reviewing the Exotour material will only
take place when they are able to take a break from these.
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MIDGE URE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CD re-releases

Midge Ure : Pure
To coincide with the now runaway success of the Breathe
album, BMG Germany have raided their archives with the
hasty re-release of the Pure album. Bearing in mind that
this CD has a running time of only 50’12”, what would’ve
been the problem with including the extra tracks from the
album’s two singles (Cold, Cold Heart and I See Hope)?
We’re sure that Flowers, Supernatural, The Man I
Used to be and Madame de Sade (music from the
play) would’ve only helped to sell the album.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I See Hope (In the Morning Light)
Cold, Cold Heart
Pure Love
Sweet ‘n’ Sensitive Thing
Let it Go?
Rising
Light in Your Eyes
Little One
Hands Around My Heart
Waiting Days
Tumbling Down

5’42”
4’31”
3’44”
3’58”
6’24”
5’25”
3’32”
5’00”
4’31”
4’32”
2’48”

Answers to Nothing
Take Me Home
Sister and Brother
Dear God
The Leaving (So Long)
Just For You
Hell to Heaven
Lied
Homeland
Remembrance Day
Honorare
Oboe
Music # 1
Sister and Brother (single edit)

4’35”
3’05”
5’54”
5’00”
4’16”
4’37”
4’04”
4’53”
4’42”
4’28”
3’12”
4’02”
4’41”
4’12”

Gary Numan
Living Ornaments ‘81 – Final Concerts
Towards the end of 1980 Gary released his fourth album
Telekon, which like Replicas and The Pleasure
Principle before reached the coveted number one spot.
However, whilst promoting this album, Gary announced
that he intended to ‘retire’ from live performances and
that he would make his final appearance at two special
farewell concerts at Wembley Arena – as it turned out a
third date was added to cope with the demand. For those
not lucky enough to attend, this is the next best thing...

Catalogue Number: 496 8242

Catalogue Number: Beggars Banquet BEGA 157 CD

CHRIS CROSS

Thanks to....

“New” CD release
Stoned Rose: From Dawn to Jane
Pre-Ultravox, Chris Cross was involved with a band called
Stoned Rose: “It's a band I was in for a year or so in
Preston. Sort of Yes on a budget, a very small budget. It
wasn't professional, I think three of the four of us were
on the dole. It was fun at the time”.
Ammonite Records have taken tracks from two surviving
acetates and a recently discovered three-track live reel to
reel tape and put together an album. All tracks are
licensed from Pete Hughes, the band’s primary
songwriter, and it will be a limited edition of 300 handnumbered copies. Currently they are waiting for
permission to use an early track called You Keep Me
Hanging On. This is one of the earliest tracks, and
although it was recorded before Chris joined Stoned
Rose, it is essential to their story. This means that its
release should be around the end of September 1998,
but there is no fixed date as yet.
The price will be approximately £12.99 per disc plus
postage from the address below. PLEASE DO NOT
SEND ANY MONEY YET, however enquiries and
reservations are welcome. Ammonite will contact
everyone on release, with further details.

Midge Ure : Answers to Nothing
Because of the success that Midge currently enjoying with
Breathe, we suggested to EMI that they might consider
re-releasing Midge’s 1988 album Answers to Nothing.
As usual, there’s a selection of extra tracks, and there’s
also the previously unavailable single version of Sister
and Brother. See Gold Mine 2 for the full story on page
21. As with Quartet, it should be available to buy on
September 7th 1998.

The Billy Currie
Connection

Beggars Banquet have just rereleased the first four albums
from Gary Numan. Undoubtedly bowing to public
demand, each CD features both original and expanded
artwork, together previously unseen photographs and
extensive sleevenotes. The discs themselves have even
been made to look like the albums original labels – nice
touch! And if that wasn’t enough, each CD also includes a
wealth of extra tracks (B-sides and the like) pushing the
playing time to the maximum, in Tubeway Army’s case an
extra 13 (cheekily referred to as Living Ornaments 78).
Tubeway Army – Catalogue Number: BBL 4 CD
Replicas – Catalogue Number: BBL 7 CD
The Pleasure Principle – Catalogue Number: BBL 10 CD
Telekon – Catalogue Number: BBL 19 CD

Look, it’s our Billy!

Alternatively reservations can be made by email from
ian@psychedelia.demon.co.uk.

Living Ornaments ‘79 – The Touring Principle
Beggars have also released two special double live CDs.
The connection with Billy was that he played violin on
The Pleasure Principle and so he was the obvious
choice to appear live on stage with Gary on his Touring
Principle series of concerts in 1979. Gary even mentions
Billy at the end of his cover version of the Drifter’s classic
On Broadway. The album is very ‘of it’s time’ and
perfectly captures the raw edge that was still in Gary’s
music as he made the transition from Tubeway Army.

Catalogue Number: AMMO 2

Catalogue Number: Beggars Banquet BEGA 156 CD

Ammonite Records
PO Box 344
Preston PR2 2GT
England

The usual suspects – Chris & Lynne, Billy & Heidi, Warren &
Alison, Midge & Sheridan, John Foxx, Louis Gordon,
Berenice & Dave, Angie “George” Clifford, Kate Hanson
and Gaby Sappington. Special thanks to Steve Woof, June
Pollard and Kathy Duncan of EMI Gold. Also to Ryoichi Yuki,
Kazumi Ichikawa and Take Takezuma, Chris & Jenny Wroe,
Colin Spencer, Andy Jones & Tim Barr of Future Music
Magazine, Paul King of VH-1, Dominic Norman-Taylor of All
Saints Records, Steve Webbon of Beggar’s Banquet and
Patrick Ashworth of Swatch. For contributions, we’d like to
thank Tim Welsh, Rob Kirby, Jonas Warstad, Rob Portman
and Chris Bird. For contributions to the websites we say
“yay!” to Sue Goulding, Phil Marsh, Angela Salotti, Trish
Diggins, Sabine Bölting, Martina Bräuer, Jenny Le, Lars
Eriksson, Mike Lubeck, Jim Donato, John Barker, Thomas
Bleicher, Thomas Keim, O-Girl, David Gulvin, Christine
Pfannstiel, Joerg Loeffler, Dejan Djordjevic, Matthew Dean,
Thomas Allen, Rob Brown, Angelo Dessole, Barry de Groot,
Frantisek Horava, Kirk Armstrong, Laurence Fenn, and Paul
Williamson. We think that’s everyone, ha ha!

Rob and Cerise running the merchandise desk at the LA2. Phew!
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Above: Other excellent
Ultravox-related sites abound,
such as Sue Goulding’s Midge
Ure website Homeland
Left: Metamatic, the
official John Foxx website

10

ell what a year it’s been for
Ultravox on the Internet.
What started out as an isolated
settler (Ultrafixion by Caroline
Allen, now sadly static) has
blossomed into a full community of
dedicated sites, with all the
amenities you could wish for.
Galleries, chat rooms, sounds and
merchandise all go hand-in-hand
with a virtual, ever-expanding
library of information. Fans from
all over the world gather to chat,
swap items, keep in touch, maybe
even meet up. What’s more, you
may even run into a member of
Ultravox while you’re doing it.

W

he Extreme Voice website has
now had approximately 48,000
hits and 23,000 individual visitors,
many of whom have subscribed to

T

the news email service (hot fresh
news delivered direct to your
modem!). People visiting the chat
room are often taken aback to find
themselves talking to Warren or
Midge. There are photographs to
collect (courtesy of Chris, Midge,
CMO and Island Records) that you
may never have seen before. And
talking of photos, if you are a
regular in the chat room you can
add your pic to the infamous
Rogues’ Gallery! Coming shortly
will be a fun “links” competition
suggested by Warren, and there
will be some major movement on
the gigography, where you will
have to collect your “access all
areas” pass to join each tour. The
long-promised discography is still
under way – work will commence
once EV17 has gone to print (no

really, we mean it!). Warren is also
helping us with a press archive.
e’ve now branched out, as
Rob runs the official John
Foxx website, Metamatic. John is
heavily involved and although it’s
still very much under construction
there are great things planned for
it such as press archives, FAQ, Quiet
Man extracts, sound samples and
exclusive photos. In the two
months since it went “live” it has
already received over 2,500 hits.

W

eanwhile,
Homeland
is
taking the Net by storm,
recently cracking the 13,000 hit
barrier since October last year. It’s a
purely Midge-oriented website,
approved by the man himself. Sue’s
gig- and discographies (unlike

M

http://www.ultravox.org.uk

ours!) are already complete. The
whole site is replete with in-depth
information and is a must for your
bookmark list.

T

he Garden is another John
Foxx website, and whilst not
being so hot on the regular
updates front (and a little difficult
to read as the type is dark green on
a black background), it’s still a
fascinating place to visit.

l Crawford’s Review Archive is
the place to stop if you’re
thinking of buying an album and
want to see an informed and (for
the most part!) fair-minded review
of it first. It’s vast. You’ll love it.

e’ve only featured a few
here, but there are many
more excellent sites to see (you’ll
find links to them at EV), and no
doubt they’ll have doubled in
number by the next issue! And if
you’re not on the Internet at work
or at home, there are many
excellent city-centre Cyber Cafés
where you can while away the
happy hours immersed in a thriving
Ultravox Webculture.
webculture. And always
remember – this is proof that
you’re certainly not alone!

he Music World of Jonas
Warstad encompasses both
Visage and Ultravox, and is most
notable for its excellent (and evergrowing) interview with Warren,
which starts at the inception of the
band and continues on from there,
with Warren characteristically
paying great attention to detail
along the way.

A

T

HOMELAND
HOMELAND
http://www.btinternet.com/~suegoulding
http://www.btinternet.com/~suegoulding
MUSIC WORLD
WORLD
JONAS
JONAS WARSTAD’S
WARSTAD’S MUSIC
http://www.algonet.se/~jonwar/ultravox.html
http://www.algonet.se/~jonwar/ultravox.html
AL
AL CRAWFORD’S
CRAWFORD’S REVIEW
REVIEW ARCHIVE
ARCHIVE
http://www.awrc.com/review
http://www.awrc.com/review

W

THE
THE GARDEN
GARDEN
http://www.geocities.com//SiliconValley/2463/
http://www.geocities.com//SiliconValley/2463/
garden.html
garden.html
ALLES
ALLES KLAR
KLAR
http://members.aol.com/dbracklow/uvox.htm
http://members.aol.com/dbracklow/uvox.htm
ASHLEY
ASHLEY FLETCHER’S
FLETCHER’S ULTRAVOX
ULTRAVOX &
& VISAGE
VISAGE
http://www.path.unimelb.edu.au/~new_wave/
http://www.path.unimelb.edu.au/~new_wave/
ULTRAFIXION
ULTRAFIXION
http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/9463/
http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/9463/
fixion.html
fixion.html

http://www.metamatic.com
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EV16 winners:
First Prize: Simon Hooper
(who won Midge’s baseball cap,

All three prizes below will be given away, but each of the winners will have
a preference of which prize they would like (it seems more fair this way).

Warren’s Monument tie and 10

Prize #1:
• Black Junior Gaultier jacket given to us by Midge Ure. It comes with a
signed certificate of authenticity.

Second Prize: Julie Furze

autographed CD and tape albums).

(who won a Monument artwork print,
12 badges from Warren, a scrapbook
signed by Midge and Chris, and 10

Prize #2:
• Grey Ultravox Monument logo tie given to us by Warren Cann from
his own collection, with 16 Ultravox enamel and button badges
through the years, also given to us by Warren.
Prize #3:
• The limited edition (no. 007 of 500) John Foxx and Louis Gordon
Subterranean Omnidelic Exotour CD, signed in gold pen by both
John and Louis. This CD is now completely sold out and is no longer
available! We have one more spare copy which will go into a future
competition, when John has re-released all of his back catalogue.
All you need to do to enter the raffle is return the enclosed raffle form
with your payment and preference of prize number, to the EV address on
page one. You can have a maximum of ten tickets, at £1.00 each. Just fill
in the form, tick how many tickets you would like, and we’ll do the rest.
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The closing date is the 31st of December 1998. The winners will be drawn
and notified by the end of January 1999.
Cheques, bank drafts, International Money Orders and Eurocheques in
Sterling are all acceptable, payable to Cerise A. Reed please.

This issue’s competition is a right pig! You can blame Robin. It’s lyric line
time again, this time they’re all questions. What you need to do is identify
the album they come from. If you want to be extra smug, tell us the track
too (it’ll count in your favour when we choose the winners). Now, we can
guarantee that absolutely no-one will get all of these, as some of the
albums are either out of print or have never been released (!) – you may
have to guess some. The important thing is to try, and even if you can only
find a few, enter anyway as you might still find that you win a prize!! Please
indicate which prize number you would prefer, the same as with the raffle.

autographed CD and tape albums).

EV16 answers:
Rage in Eden was recorded in 1981
in Neunkirchen, near Köln, Germany.
Conny Plank was the Co-Producer.
For the extra point, Warren was the band
member to break a bone at the time:
“I didn't break my arm – I broke a bone

Prize #1:
• A copy of the fantastic collaboration between Midge Ure and
Japanese artist Ryoichi Yuki, entitled Dear God (worth £20 unsigned).
The CD will be signed by both Ryo and Midge.
• A Dear God 8-page promotional colour booklet.
• Breathe tour programme (the first since 1985’s The Gift),
autographed by Midge and all of his new band, whilst on tour in Italy.

in the back of my hand and the cast they
put on went all the way up to my elbow.
“It was early in the morning and I'd
taken the studio car out to put petrol in
it, I was driving through the main part of
Neunkirchen (the village nearest Conny's
studio) when a woman drove out from a

Prize #2:
• The Green Brochure, an incredibly rare publication (a whopping
298 x 364 mm containing six full-page images) designed by John Foxx
for Central Television. Signed by John on the front cover in gold pen.
• Acetate test pressing of Miles Away, given to us and autographed
by John Foxx on the label.

side-street without looking and we
collided. She wasn't injured and it was
only bad luck on my part that I was hurt
at all; upon impact my left hand flew up
and smacked against the steering wheel.
An ambulance came and they insisted
upon putting me on a stretcher and

Prize #3:
• Autographed Compact Discs – we will do out utmost to get all of
the following CDs fully autographed.
Midge Ure – Answers to Nothing
Ultravox – Quartet
Ultravox – Extended Ultravox
Ultravox – Rage in Eden
Ultravox – Dancing With Tears in My Eyes

carting me off to hospital.
“Fortunately for me, a renowned
specialist lived nearby. He dealt with
athletes, musicians etc. and it was this
gentleman who studied the x-rays and
set the bone. As for the band, I'd
already laid down all of the drum tracks
for the album so no one but myself was

Breathe tour
programme

Green Brochure

Extreme Voice 17 : Competition

Welcome to EV17’s raffle! As usual, we have to say a big thankyou to the
band, for giving us some fabulous prizes for both the raffle and the
competition, and The Billy Currie Band competition on page 3. Thanks, guys!

The
1).
2).
3).
4).
5).
6).
7).
8).
9).
10).
11).
12).
13).
14).
15).

lyrics to identify:
Can you feel that heartbeat under the sea?
Will force and misery be the life you have to lead?
How can there be anything wrong?
Who cares, who stares, under the light?
How can we ever be free again?
Can you feel the time bomb ticking in your head?
What have I done to rate this penalty?
Who asked for a change?
And could we ever be friends?
Who designed this world we live in?
How may I exorcise this curse?
Hush... can you feel the breeze of another day?
So what’s the point in counting the loss?
How could I be so blind?
Or am I dreaming?

The closing date is the 31st of December 1998. The winners will be drawn
and notified by the end of January 1999.

unduly inconvenienced. I managed to
get the cast off just in time to play at an
outdoor concert that had been
scheduled for Crystal Palace in London –
my hand was terribly weak and felt
incredibly fragile but I managed it”.
EV16 winners:
First Prize: Paul Hitchcock
(who chose the jacket from Chris as
worn in the We Came to Dance video)
Second Prize: Simon Carroll
(who chose the autographed EMI
Monument artwork print)
Third Prize: Christine Cannon
(who chose the signed scrapbook)
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Extreme Voice 17 : The Chris Cross interview
Photo: Midge Ure

Ultravox were a busy band with many solo and side projects. Soundtracks, surprise appearances,
production work and advertising, to name but four. In the intervening years since the band’s
demise some niggling questions have remained. We ask Chris Cross to clarify a few.

Extreme Voice 17 : The Chris Cross interview
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CHRIS CROSS
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CC: I had a photo taken in Cambridge with a street
sign (St. Johns Road I think) behind me and St John
seemed more interesting to me than Allen. Cross
developed from a wacky discussion when we all came
up with daft names. Billy Bear was suggested for our
Bill. It was just a laugh at the time (honest).
EV: Any trouble with ghosts where you live now? We
remember there being some previous problems.
CC: No, a few people well... five or six have seen
them but they seem to like being here, and there are
no negative aspects. So they’re fine.
EV: How
good
an
education was Tiger Lily for
Ultravox in all its later forms?

bass guitar, or was this a skill you picked up as the
band began to accumulate a larger and wider range of
keyboard equipment?
CC: I got interested when Brian Eno brought his
synths in when we recorded the first album. I truly fit
the one-fingered approach to keyboards, with the odd
triad here and there!
I started with the guitar then bass at about 16 or so.
Keyboards (synths really) came in when we discovered
them and could beg or borrow them.
EV:

Please tell us a little about Stoned Rose.

CC: Stoned Rose was a "band on the dole" (75%) in
Preston, it was good fun and I saw a lot of Working Men’s
clubs in Wigan, Bolton etc. We
never got signed or anything.
EV: Can you shed a little
light on the band Raise the
Dragon? We were most
surprised to see yourself and
Billy play keyboards and bass
with them on TV in 1983 or
thereabouts. Did you feature
in any live gigs or on any
album or single release, or
was it purely for that show?

CC: I could have learnt a lot
more. Ultravox was a much
fairer
set-up.
Actually
thinking over that, I don't
think that experience can be
bought, so it was invaluable.
EV: Did you really only
commit those two songs to
tape (Ain't Misbehavin' and
Monkey Jive), or might
Island have inherited any
rehearsal recordings?
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CC: Wasn't that a band
managed by Chris O’Donnell
[of CMO]? Anyhow it was
just for that TV appearance.

CC: You may ask that but...
I can't possibly comment.
EV: Were any proto-Ultravox
songs first formed then?
CC: Not songs as such but
style and influences were
being developed.

EV: We checked with CMO,
it wasn’t Chris O’Donnell...

“TO A CERTAIN POINT ANY
STUDIO IS SIMILAR TO ANY
OTHER STUDIO, IF IT
FUNCTIONS WELL IT’S GOOD.”

Photos: Midge Ure

EV: Unlike, say, Japan's Mick Karn with his
subsequent solo career based around dominant bass
lines, you seemed to develop a much subtler rhythm
bass as time went on. Was this a conscious move to
add warmth to the tightly knit sequencer lines, without
conflicting with them, or just something that evolved
over time?
CC: Heart not art... I didn't really think about it too
much, it seemed to be natural. I just tried something
and if I liked it, great, if I didn't, I would try something
else. I didn't count the notes or find the most difficult
fingering or any of that malarkey.
EV:

Have you always played keyboards as well as

CC: We
had
some
connection via Chris or
maybe it was someone in the
band... It was definitely a
favour for someone. As for
the date, sorry I’m not sure
but 1983 sounds possible though.

EV: With the island of Montserrat literally coming
apart at the seams as we speak, did you enjoy the
opportunities you had to work out there at Air Studios?
CC: Absolutely, it's a little paradise on earth. Beautiful
people and a fantastic environment. I wonder how it
will be in a few years? I haven't seen anything about
the volcano on TV. It may become the new Canaries in
a few years.
EV:

How did it compare to other studios?

CC: Montserrat was George Martin's studio and it

was easier to work with him there than elsewhere. To
a certain point any studio is similar to any other
studio, if it functions well it's good. However there is
also an unknown element involved which is more to
do with current recording trends, personal taste and
emotions at the time. If you work with someone like
George we found it was best to work in the
environment they can operate the best in. George is
really at home in the studio on Montserrat. Conny
Plank was different, I felt Conny was an integral part
of his studio in Nuenkirchen near Cologne, and this
was part of the joy of working with him. Sometimes
the exotic studios have a laziness that can help or
hinder, it just depends who and what and why.
George Martin also works closely with his engineer so
he does not have to know where everything is, as
long as the engineer does.

EV: Did the group as a whole deliver the finished
albums to Chrysalis, and did you ever get a negative
reaction and polite or unsubtle suggestions to alter /
remove songs? We're thinking of "Rage in Eden" in
particular, which, although it wasn't a home for a
whole clutch of singles, was nevertheless a very
powerful work in its own right.
CC: There was always some sort of discussion, but
we did have a strong stance and we could dig our
heels in if needed. Chrysalis were quite if not too
accommodating at times.
EV: What was your relationship with Chrysalis in
terms of the amount of creative control you sought to
exercise and the level of promotion they gave you in
Britain, Europe and America?

EV: How did Conny Plank
react to the differences in the
band between recording
Systems of Romance and
Vienna? You must have
learnt a great deal from him
as Ultravox gradually moved
from self-producing B-sides
to self-producing the entire
Lament album?
CC: He never said, however
he loved what he did, he
would light up when he heard
a sound he liked. He really
loved sound, Conny was a
great inspiration to me. I still
think of him every so often
and I see a round faced
German with a red beard and
a grin from ear to ear saying
"Zis is fantastic!". He and
Christa (his wife) were very
kind people, I am very grateful
our paths crossed. Conny
certainly encouraged us to
have a hands-on approach.

Extreme Voice 17 : The Chris Cross interview

EV: How did you arrive at Chris Cross and Chris St.
John as stage names?

CC: Chrysalis were OK. I get
really bored when I hear
people blame everyone else
for duff sales, bad promotion
etc. Sometimes it is just that
the songs are just not as
good as we might like to
think they are, and any
amount of publicity or
perfect timing or hype can't
make people buy rubbish. If
someone likes a song for
whatever reason they buy it,
if not they don't, sounds fine
to me, as long as it is
available of course.
EV: Was it a constant battle?

“THEY SHOULD
KICKED US UP
AND JUST TOLD
SOME DUFF

EV: Once you gained control of which singles to
release after the deserved success of Vienna, was
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes the only other time
Chrysalis tried to nudge the band to a different choice –
White China in this instance?
CC: There were always discussions (arguments) with all
concerned but we were pretty stupid too. I seem to
remember Chrysalis being scared of us and they should
have just kicked us up the arse and just told us we had
some duff ideas. The fascinating thing about the music
business is that no-one really knows anything but everyone
acts as if they do. We definitely had moments that make
Spinal Tap seem very sensible!

HAVE JUST
THE ARSE
US WE HAD
IDEAS.”

CC: Any business has a
battle or two. Budgets,
deadlines and politics to
name a few. I personally think
Chrysalis had too many yespeople there and there was a
lack of passion. There was a
lack of backbone.

EV: Was Rage in Eden's Accent on Youth / The
Ascent originally one long piece, divided into two
purely by title, and therefore the best example of
Ultravox’s ability to develop very different sounding
instrumental passages for several minutes after the end
of a song?
CC: Well... the facts are that in America you get paid
royalties on the number of tracks on an album so... you
are correct, it was a long piece with two sections but
titled as it was, we received effectively twice the royalty
fee for the one piece.
EV:

How much flack did you get over the “X-rated”
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EV: How quickly did you complete the track and how
did you go about composing the piece?

into my mind occasionally and I like that. All in one
Day. I didn't like Sleepwalk that much.

pleasing to know that what we did was appreciated by
so many.

CC: I don't remember much flack, I don't think
anyone really noticed. I remember at the time that one
of the actresses was a bit concerned that the video may
be seen in her local pub.

CC: It is typical of what Midge and I were into then,
it took probably a couple of days in Midge’s kitchen for
the basics.

EV: Any areas you regret Ultravox didn't get around
to exploring – an all-instrumental album, or soundtrack
work for instance?

EV: Looking through some past interviews, back in
1984 you professed a liking for reggae. Are you still
into it, or have your musical tastes moved on?

EV: Any idea why Levi's rejected your next
submission for the Threads commercial?
CC: The difference between the music business and
advertising is; In the music business most of us know
we don't really know, in advertising they don't know,
but they believe they do.

CC: I think we could have explored reality a bit more.
There were areas we could have gone into but I think
we were in need of a long rest from each other, being
in a band can be terribly claustrophobic.

CC: It changes all the time. Toots, Marley, Isaacs, et al
are always lifetime favourites but at the moment I like
Banco de Gaia and I love some of the sounds that The
Prodigy use. The rhythm on the Run DMC single is brill.
In general I like songs or to be precise bits of songs, for
example I like the chorus in Chumbawhumba’s hit, but
I'm not keen on the verse. I don't know the title of it.

EV: How did you and Midge end up producing the
music to Levi's Rivets adverts? Presumably you were
one of several outfits that submitted musical outlines
for Levi's to choose from – what process did you have
to go through?
CC: I don't recall how it all developed, I think it was via
Chrysalis and Bartle Bogle Hegarty [advertising agency],
it was interesting working for someone else's project. I
thought it was quite bizarre.

EV: How did you end up metamorphosing it into
Love's Great Adventure?
CC: We liked it and knew it
was a good theme and we
wanted to use it. We
developed it from there.
Mainly to piss the ad agency
off (laughs).

EV: Rivets received an
extremely good reaction at
the time, so it must be a bit
galling that the commercial
has been overlooked in
several TV documentaries
about the history of Levi's
advertising in recent years.
The later launderette advert
seems to be casting a long
shadow over everything else.
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EV: Presumably Rivets led
to you being offered the Max
Headroom soundtrack –
how long did you both have
to work on that?
CC: Not long, about ten
days or two weeks I think.

CC: I am surprised that it
isn't mentioned, however it
was right at the very start of
that change of style so I can
see why they miss or skip it.
Formative but not fascinating
enough, I guess.

“I CAN’T REMEMBER WHAT
THAT CONTRACT WAS, I DON’T
THINK IT WAS ONE OF OURS
BUT IT COULD HAVE BEEN.”

EV: Did you enjoy your first
foray into the world of TV
music, and was it difficult to
produce such a short piece of
music for television, which
could also be lengthened for
the longer cinema version of the advert?

Photos: Midge Ure

CC:
It was OK. I wouldn't like to do it as a job
though. It's a different framework. For example if you
are writing a letter or writing a post card, they are
similar, but there are significant differences that alter
what you do.
EV: Does the Levi's contract burning at the end of
the Hymn video indicate that Rivets was recorded
either in late 1982 or early 1983?
CC: I can't remember what that contract was, I don't
think it was one of ours but it could have been. What
rebels eh!

EV: Was Max Headroom an
enjoyable experience, and
were you disappointed that a
soundtrack album was the only
product that wasn’t generated
out of the project’s success?

CC: It was interesting and
quite enjoyable, plenty of
tantrums and arm waving if I
remember correctly, I was
amazed it ever actually got
out. The film world is worse than the advertising world
for insanity. So no, I wasn’t really disappointed.

EV: What do you think of the American version of
Max Headroom whose new theme seems to echo
some of your original soundtrack elements?
CC: Funny that... it was probably due to skilful
backstabbing and skulduggery, the norm by all accounts!
EV: What is your favourite and most disliked Ultravox
song?
CC: Come on, you know I can't remember the titles
of songs, let alone ours! (laughs). Slow Motion pops

EV: How much of a shock was it to adjust to life
outside of such a busy band as Ultravox, once it had
been decided to call it a day?
CC: It was weird for quite a while, suddenly going
from a full diary to having the
option to do exactly what I
wanted was a shock, it was
brilliant after a few weeks. I
missed the good bits, and I
still do sometimes.

EV: How do you view today's music scene in
comparison with your own time in the charts?
CC: I don't know, it seems
really tough though, a single
only has one week to prove
itself. Now that must have an
effect on what singles get put
out, so that will have a
knock-on effect and lead to a
safe dull product, but it may
piss someone off enough to
do something different (I
hope).

EV: Were you happy to stop
when you did?
CC: I felt musically we could
have done a lot more, but our
hearts were not in it. It wasn't
fun anymore. We were al
suffering
from
that
potentially
devastating
condition, Biggus Headicus.

EV: Did you enjoy the
endless rounds of publicity, or
was it just tolerated as a
means to an end – to get
your music to its widest
audience?

EV: Have you run into
anyone from Ultravox in
recent years?

“SUDDENLY GOING FROM A
FULL DIARY TO HAVING THE
OPTION TO DO EXACTLY WHAT
I WANTED WAS A SHOCK.”

CC: No, that was the hardest
part for me. I didn't like saying
the same thing over and over.
It was as if I was talking but
not communicating.

CC: I see or speak to Midge
every now and again, and
speak to Chris Morrison or
the office occasionally. I saw
Billy a couple of years ago,
and Warren is in America, I
always hope they are happy and well. To be truthful if
I bumped into anyone in the street it would feel just
like yesterday in a positive way.

CC:

EV: What was it about Ultravox that has kept the
fans so loyal over the years, especially to a band that
no longer exists?

EV: Did you know that the barely promoted All in
One Day was going to be your final single with
Ultravox?

CC:

CC: I can't remember any enthusiasm for the single,
a lot of singles felt like this may be the last one when
we were releasing them.

It's a mystery, Scully. Try the Blue Book!

EV: Are you pleased people are still interested in
Ultravox and supportive of the extra care taken over
the EMI Gold releases?
CC:

I am gobsmacked, it's unbelievable. It's very

Extreme Voice 17 : The Chris Cross interview

Visions in Blue video? We suspect you rather enjoyed
winding your critics up!

EV: Were you happy with
the amount of personal
coverage you received?
Yes, I never courted it.

EV: Do you think Ultravox would have continued for
several more years if the long break necessitated by
Live Aid and Band Aid had not occurred?
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It’s been two years now (goodness... where does the
time go?) since we were first approached by EMI Gold
to do artwork for The Gift and Monument the
Soundtrack. Since then Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes, Rage in Eden and Extended Ultravox have all
followed in relatively quick succession. This year we’ve
been kept busy (one of the reasons for the late arrival
of this issue of EV), with work on yet further additions
to the ever-expanding catalogue of Ultravox and
related CDs currently available, namely Quartet and
Answers to Nothing. But more about that later...
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CC: I can't imagine that. The colour of someone's
shirt could have been enough of a reason then.

CC: Do you want to buy some keyboards?!.... not
one to hold your breath over.
EV:

How do you view the U-Vox era now?

Photo: Ross Halfin

CC: It had its moments, playing with Mark Brzezicki
was pretty good. The more basic approach was
interesting.
EV: You seem to regard your musical years as a kind
of "past life". Was it a valuable experience? Given the
chance, would you do it over again?
CC: It was fantastic, the good bits were brilliant, but
it was terribly Spinal Tap a lot of the time. Yes I would

EV: Do you now have any involvement at all with the
music business?
CC:

No, not really.

EV: You have returned to Psychotherapy and
Counselling, the profession you studied at College
before joining Ultravox. Would you describe yourself as
content with your life now?
CC: Happy, yes. I do miss some of the characters. But
not that much (laughs).

The problems that we encountered with Dancing
with Tears in My Eyes reared their heads again as we
began work on Extended Ultravox. We had to create
something that would be instantly recognisable as an
Ultravox release without compromising any of the
other albums, with a limited library of photographs –
not always an easy task.
In the last issue of Extreme Voice we said that the
Extended Ultravox album was going include the
eleven minute version of Heart of the Country,
however in the end we decided that the 12” mix of
Lament would be more appropriate. There were a
couple of reasons for this; firstly this album is

The Collection had used a shot of the band on its
front cover and this was also to be the starting point
for us with Extended Ultravox. This is an album
where Ultravox are seen to be having a good time,
after all, isn’t that what these extended mixes are all
about? Pretty much all of the official pictures of the
band are posed and very serious... so we wanted
something that was the complete opposite (the only
time we can ever remember seeing the photo we
chose was on the cover of Debut Magazine). With
Extended Ultravox we tried to use as many different
elements from throughout the band’s history; the
typeface which spells out ‘Ultravox’ on the front cover
is the same as was used on the Vienna album (this
time around it’s gold on black as opposed to black on
white), the pic behind the CD is from the Reap the
Wild Wind video, whilst the David Bailey photo on the
cover is from late 1984. As before all five albums are
represented with the segments on the back of the
booklet which faces the disc itself, which in turn refers
back to the Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
compilation, where it first appeared.
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Left: New artwork, keeping the feel of the original ‘building block’ motif on Quartet

EV: If Midge had decided to leave Ultravox instead,
could you have continued as an instrumental trio, which
we always thought might be a possible future avenue?

do it again. There would be one or two decimal points
to change, but it was a very valuable experience. Give
it a go is my recommendation!

Rage in Eden is now out to buy in the shops, and it
seems strange to think back to when we were having
it played to us over the phone so that we could tell the
people responsible for the remastering where the index
point should be for the end of The Ascent and the
beginning of Your Name (Has Slipped My Mind
Again). The finished version sounds absolutely
stunning and is a great advertisement for remastering.
Its effect can be heard right at the beginning on the
opening pulse for The Voice. You’re lucky of you can
hear any more than 9 of the opening chords on the
original CD as they rather clumsily fade in (causing
much chagrin to Billy), whereas on the new version you
can hear in excess of 17! This vastly improved sound
quality really enhances the album’s atmosphere.
Remastering is not something that we’ve stressed
before, after all, the amount of difference that’s going
to be heard is very much dependent on the equipment
that’s being used by the listener. When some CDs are
remastered the packaging usually shouts about it, the
same with extra tracks and ‘never before heard
remixes’, but large stickers and ‘in your face’ banners is
not what Ultravox were all about, so we’ve always
resisted the temptation...

effectively a ‘greatest hits’ compilation and therefore
an album track like Heart of the Country would be a
bit of an odd one out. It’s easy to justify including the
remix of Serenade simply because it’s never been
available on CD before, but Heart of the Country
would’ve been more difficult to defend, seeing as how
it had already been included on Rare Volume One.
Secondly, Serenade is already associated with other
12” mixes after its inclusion on the special edition of
The Collection. To date the only criticism levelled at
Extended Ultravox has been about the non-inclusion
of an extended mix of Vienna (D’oh!) which has come
from a couple of ill-informed music magazines!
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Further nuggets from the EMI Gold Mine...
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EMI wanted to release Answers to Nothing at some
far off point in the future, but because everyone has
kept saying how much they wanted to hear it again
(and after the recent German re-issue of Pure, it
would’ve been the only one of Midge’s albums to be out
of print), they’ve decided to bring forward its re-release
date to September 1998, at the same time as Quartet.

The pictures chosen to accompany the release were all
taken by Terry O’Neill and were taken at the same session
as pictures which appear in the Answers to Nothing
music songbook. The CD itself is something that we’re
particularly proud of. A lot of CDs are either silver with
black writing, or are themselves black, but with Answers
to Nothing we decided that it would be nice to make
the disc white, with the copyright information etc
knocked out of the white to emphasise the word
‘Answers’ which is picked out in black.
Quartet was fairly straightforward in that we’d
planned what we wanted to do with it for quite some
time. The extra tracks won’t come as much of a
surprise – Hosanna (in Excelsis Deo), Monument,
Break Your Back and Overlook. When Break Your
Back first appeared on compact disc (Rare Volume

We’ve always try to include a striking photograph
behind the CD, preferably one that has previously not
been seen, but with Quartet we found that we had
nothing suitable... so we went back to the original
artwork for inspiration. When Peter Saville Associates
put Quartet’s artwork together back in 1982, they
were simultaneously working on the artwork for the
singles that would be taken from the album as well as
the stage set design, so that everything would fit
together perfectly. Therefore the first image from this
period was the ‘building block’ motif used on the cover
of Reap the Wild Wind. This was further enhanced
for the initial run of the 12” sleeve where the ‘blocks’
were embossed. We felt confident that continuing this
theme onto the CD would work, so behind the CD are
a selection of ‘blocks’, but this time they’ve been
created using rendered 3D sections of the monument.

At one stage we thought that we may have been able
to include a previously unreleased mix of We Came to
Dance as one of the album’s extra tracks – but when
we heard the verification tape from EMI we soon
found why it was labelled “DNU” (Do Not Use), with
Billy’s keyboards being way, way too high in the mix at
one point. Oh well, better luck next time...
So what does the future hold in the way of new CD
releases from EMI Gold?
Ultravox had always been keen to utilise new ideas and
so when compact disc came along they took full
advantage of it. The first album to benefit from this
new technology (s’funny to think of CDs as being
‘new’!) was Lament, and it included what was to
become a unique version of White China. However,
rather than place this extra track at the end of the CD,
it was positioned near the middle. We always felt that
this broke up the flow of the album and we are
planning to restore the running order of the album’s
basic eight tracks (White China, One Small
Day, Dancing with Tears in My Eyes, Lament, Man
of Two Worlds, Heart of the Country, When
the Time Comes, A Friend I Call Desire). The rest of
the CD will be taken up with associated B-sides and
extra tracks (Easterly, Building, Heart of the
Country (instrumental), Man of Two Worlds
(instrumental)), together with two special remixes

White China (extended version), One Small Day
(extended version) and / or Lament (extended mix).
Ideally we’d like to include all three mixes, but with a
maximum playing time of 78 minutes to work to, either
One Small Day or Lament will have to be sacrificed.
U-Vox is also on our list of albums to update and the
five extra tracks ear-marked for inclusion are 3, All in
One Day (instrumental), Dreams?, All Fall Down
(instrumental) and Stateless.
Depending on the success of Answers to Nothing
EMI Gold may consider releasing a collection of
extended mixes from Midge (If I Was, That Certain
Smile, Wastelands, Call of the Wild, Answers to
Nothing and Dear God) and possibly a CD bringing
together of all the live tracks from elsewhere in Midge’s
catalogue – most notably the 1985 Christmas Gift
show at London’s Hammersmith Odeon. We’ll have to
wait and see... We’ve also received a lot of requests for
The Bloodied Sword to be released on CD after last
issue’s special feature on the album. There was a
possibility at one point of EMI using it to launch their
new “EMI Spoken Word” label. We sent them a tape...
they didn’t like it! Oh well, it is a bit esoteric... but we
haven’t given up yet.
There is still the remote possibility that some live
material could also be released at some point in the
future. The archives indicate that there could be live
material from the Vienna, Rage in Eden and U-Vox
tours, all of which would make fabulous CDs, but at
this point (and without hearing verification tapes) we
can’t promise anything... so watch this space.
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Inside the booklet, we opted for four ‘new’ pics of the
guys, taken by Chris and Midge. Ideally we would’ve
liked them all to have come from the same video
shoot, but unfortunately we couldn’t find a colour shot
of Warren from Reap the Wild Wind. Instead it’s of

Photo: David Bailey from Extended Ultravox

Photos: (Top) Terry O’Neill from Answers to Nothing
(Bottom) Pete Wood from Extended Ultravox
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When the album was first released back in 1988 it
came in a white sleeve with the word ‘Answers’
written across the bottom, this was then changed for
its original CD to the picture of Midge which appeared
on the album’s inner sleeve. We thought that this
image was so powerful that we should keep it on the
cover. The extra tracks for this album (Honorare,
Oboe and Music #1) are the from the B-sides to the
album’s two singles (Answers to Nothing and Dear
God) and are accompanied by the single edit of Sister
and Brother which was destined to never be officially
released despite it being earmarked as the album’s
third single. A possible reason for this is that Kate Bush
had already appeared on Peter Gabriel’s single Don’t
Give Up and that this release would make people
think that she only sang duets... The main difference
between this single edit and the standard album
version is that the instrumental mid-section is missing.

Originally we wanted the CD itself to look like the
album’s limited edition marble picture disc, but after
many attempts we soon discovered that it wouldn’t be
possible to successfully create the effect we wanted
with only two colours at our disposal – something
that’s often forgotten is that all of these albums have
to be produced within quite a tight budget. In an ideal
world they would be colour throughout with a fullcolour CD, but unfortunately in the case of “budget”
price releases it’s simply not possible. So we settled on
a grey disc with the outline of the monument picked
out in white – this would tie in nicely with the green on
black that was used on the Monument CD.

Warren standing in front of the Raiders of the Lost
Ark poster featured in the Hymn video. At least it was
from the right era, and besides it has always been one
of his all-time favourite films...!
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One) it began with crowd noise which came from its
segue into the live version of Reap the Wild Wind
(from its appearance on the 12” version of Visions in
Blue), so here it was really nice to be able to use the
‘correct’ version on this new edition of Quartet.

Extreme Voice 17 : Rare in Eden : Tiger Lily

Before Warren, Chris, Billy, John and Stevie settled on Ultravox they went by many different names, from Fire of London,
The Zips and London Soundtrack among others... they were even called the The Damned for a week or two until they
discovered that another band had beaten them to it! However, it’s Tiger Lily that sticks out because they released
material under that name. The record in question was a cover version of the Fats Waller classic Ain’t Misbehavin’
backed with the self-penned composition Monkey Jive. There are effectively four versions of this single...

Ain’t Misbehavin’ b/w Monkey Jive
Catalogue Number: Gull Records GULS 12 &
Gull Records GULS 54

Front

First released in 1975 on Gull, the original DJ
promo version (Gull Records GULS 12) didn’t
come in a picture cover, and is therefore only
available in a plain paper sleeve, whilst the later
release (Gull Records GULS 54) did... It featured
the band (from left to right: Chris Cross, Warren
Cann, John Foxx, Billy Currie & Stevie Shears)
standing in front of a mannequin – perhaps a
reference to The Doll Factory where they used to
rehearse? The reverse of the sleeve is worth
mentioning because, apart from mis-spelling
Billy’s surname (!) it refers to Chris as Chris St
John – a pseudonym that he used before
settling on Chris Cross.

One day he came to us with the offer of doing the
song, which we could record in our own style, as well
as one of our own songs for the B-side. Not only was
there the opportunity to go into a recording studio, but
we were also being offered the princely sum of three
hundred pounds. We thought it over and decided that
that we couldn't really fault the chance of getting to
record something and being paid to do it!

Back

Front

This single was also briefly available in Italy,
where it came in a rather unique picture sleeve
of a topless young lady reclining on a rock
(perhaps it’s a still from the film which the A-side
was recorded for). Of all the versions, this is
probably the most difficult to find. The reverse
of the sleeve is in black & white and features
advertisements for two other releases on the
Gull label.

Back
WARREN: While revamping the old Fats Waller song
was not without its elements of fun (we were highly
amused at what purists would make of our version), we
were far more enthusiastic about recording OUR song,
even if it was to be on the B-side. Our rationale was
that even if nothing came of the A-side (maybe they'd
not use it, or not like it, whatever...) we'd at least have
a song of our own, recorded in a proper studio, to use
as a demo to help us promote ourselves.

Monkey Jive b/w Ain’t Misbehavin’
Catalogue Number:
Dead Good Records DEAD 11

Front

And finally, in 1980 when Ultravox showed signs
of commercial success, the Tiger Lily single was
released once again, this time Monkey Jive was
the A-side and Ain’t Misbehavin’ was
consigned to the flip! The picture sleeve shows
a detail of the mannequin taken from the earlier
Gull records picture cover, whilst the back
repeats the inaccuracies of the original.

We were under the initial impression that it was for a
sort of documentary film about the blues with threads of
vintage porn (as in REALLY vintage, twenties-era stuff) in
it. I have never seen the movie so I don't know how or
where in the film the single is used, or even if it's in the
movie at all! George Melly also recorded the song at that
time and I have a suspicion that his was the version that
was ultimately used. Still, they paid for it, I'd be surprised
if they hadn't used it in the movie somewhere.
BILLY: I can only remember recording Ain’t
Misbehavin’. This was recorded at what is now called
Zomba Studios, at Willesden in London. I drive very close
to it every morning during the week. I remember putting
the "rock out type" violin on the fade-out end. I also
remember being uneasy playing such a beautiful grand
piano on Monkey Jive. I thought it might make it sound
too expensive or hold back the song’s power. The guys
liked it, and it was just me getting neurotic because of
my (at that time) lack of experience of recording
keyboards. The whole band had very little experience!

Ain’t Misbehavin’ b/w Monkey Jive
Catalogue Number: Gull Records GU 103
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WARREN: I had encountered this guy, John Marshall,
who was the quintessential educated eccentric. He
worked in advertising and would recount how he'd
often wake in the middle of the night, bolt upright, and
think of some daft slogan for selling something. I
played him tapes of the band and he liked us, I think he
was intrigued by our roughness. He was too off-thewall to actually be a bona fide business manager, but
he made up for his inexperience with enthusiasm and
endeavoured to do what he could for us.

Back

BILLY: My strongest memory about Ain’t Misbehavin’
was being asked by John to go out and get the
sheet music and tell the band the chords and notes.
That happened a lot in Tiger Lily and Ultravox, it
became my job.

WARREN: Why Monkey Jive? I think it was a song
that we were working on at the time and you always
get excited about the newest, most recent thing. I think
we recorded it at Morgan Studios (or was it Olympic
Studios?). Either way, I remember being greatly
impressed with treading in the revered halls of a studio
where a lot of fantastic music by some of my heroes
had been recorded.
JOHN: We were just desperate to buy equipment and
it seemed like the quickest way to do it because we
didn’t have any money at all. It was done purely to
make enough dosh to buy some keyboards.
WARREN: We quickly spent the three hundred pounds
on buying a Crumar electric piano for Bill with which to
broaden our musical palette (it did the trick at the time,
but what a piece of junk that was!). It had only recently
come to light during our preparations for this session
that Bill could even play the piano, it never dawned on
us that whatever instrument you play at Music College
is always paralleled with piano studies... we didn't
know! It was almost one of those, "Well, you never
asked..." sort of things.
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Almost twenty-five years on (!) was there anything
the guys had to say about the Tiger Lily single...?

JOHN: It was the only time that we did anything that
anybody else suggested.
So have you anything else to declare?
BILLY: We also did some demos in a studio on Denmark
Street – it’s closed now. I can’t remember exactly what
tracks we did.
WARREN: After this we went into Denmark Street
Studios in (you guessed) Denmark Street to do our first
batch of demos, this was way before our later days with
Steve Lillywhite and our clandestine demo sessions at
Phonogram. We were quite pleased (well, I certainly
was...) at the prospect of recording on the hallowed
ground where it was alleged that The Stones had
recorded Not Fade Away and The Troggs had
recorded Wild Thing. Once inside, however, the
excitement was tempered with the realisation that this
was a studio which had seen better days in more ways
than one; the equipment was ancient. I commented
that the studio would do better to close for active
recording and open up as a museum replete with wax
figures of its famous clients.
As for which tracks we demo'd at Denmark Street, I
can't recall with any degree of certainty. It's quite likely
we did The Wild, the Beautiful and the Damned and
Life at Rainbow's End... we also did a song which I
think was called We Walked into the Wilderness (if
that wasn't the actual title it was definitely prominent in
the chorus), which I loved the lyrics to.
BILLY: When we met Steve Lillywhite (1975-ish) we
started laying down some of the songs we’d just
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So what about other songs that were written at this
time, but which have never made it onto vinyl?

CHRIS: We would sneak into the Phonogram Studios in
Stanhope Place, Marble Arch when it was closed and
the staff had gone home. Steve Lillywhite, who was
their tape op or trainee engineer, would work with us.
It was a very valuable experience. Steve was very good
to work with, he was so enthusiastic.

WARREN: I Came Back Here to Meet You was
performed live quite a bit but we didn't put it in the
running for an album track. Same for T.V. Orphans. In
fact the song referred to as I Came Back Here to Meet
You was actually titled The Riff (a working title that
somehow stuck), was something we never really felt
was polished enough to warrant recording it. Some
songs you just know are 'right' almost immediately
upon completion, some songs you know must
experience 'growing pains' and have to be tweaked
until they're just right, and some songs constantly seem
like they're 'almost there' but, despite your best efforts,
never quite manage to graduate from having potential
to being considered prime. Plus, at the time, things
were happening so quickly we thought the relevant life
span of some of our songs was expiring before
coinciding with the opportunity to record them.

BILLY: We recorded about ten tracks this way! Some
poppy ones like When Dreamers Wake, The Day the
World Ended, Waltz Me Well and Ricochet, together
with some rockier songs that went on the first album. I
have fond memories of Waltz Me Well because I got
the opportunity to multitrack my £15 Violin to make it
sound like we had an orchestra playing with us.
CHRIS: I don’t recall When Dreamers Wake, but I
remember the other titles.
BILLY: Come to think of it, we also did a track called
The Joker. The first bar of the verse was in 7/4 time.
John was quirky like this. Very interesting, but because
I was banging the string in a constant rhythm I kept
getting it wrong! That's what I loved about bands...
INSTINCT. Not over-analysis! We also did another track
called Young Immortals.
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WARREN: I certainly remember The Joker and As
Gracefully As You (I liked those songs, it's a shame we
never recorded them for release) but I can't remember
just where we recorded the demos... I know I do have
cassette copies of them which would no doubt state
exactly where and when they were recorded but, of
course, they're still with my stuff in the U.K.
BILLY: Confusing times with punk, and the ghost of
Roxy Music still around and in the corridors of
Island Records.

There were two tracks that were recorded during the
Island sessions for our first album which never made it
onto vinyl, Car Crash Flashback and City Doesn't
Care. They were good songs but just didn't seem to 'fit'
on the record. In retrospect, it's a shame we didn't
them as extra tracks for B-sides. I think it's very odd that
in all this time they've never surfaced, I can't believe
Island Records would've passed up the chance to put
out anything of ours... they probably can't find them.

Tour merchandise 1998 now available
Tour programme

Midge Ure Breathe tour 1998 tour programme, A4 size (NEW)
This tour programme (the first since 1985) was created for the 1998 Breathe
tour – 24 pages plus cover, on heavyweight stock with a matt laminated
cover. They contain a biography, photographs, video stills and lyrics to the
Breathe album. Designed by Extreme Voice!
Price £7.00 plus £2.00 postage UK (£3.00 outside UK)
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written. This was a great release for the band and
advanced us no end.

Midge Ure Breathe tour 1998 T-shirt (NEW)
XL size only. Printed 3 colours (face) on a black T-shirt, with a 3-colour sleeve
print logo ("Breathe to make me breathe"). Designed by Extreme Voice!
Price £12.00 plus £2.00 postage UK (£3.00 outside UK)

Sleeve print

EV tour edition

In the last few weeks we have once again been in
contact with Island Records, discussing the
possibility of their Ultravox back-catalogue being
remastered. Perhaps Car Crash Flashback and City
Doesn’t Care might see the light of day after all.

Extreme Voice Breathe tour 1998 limited edition of 600, A5 size (NEW)
A special edition of EV was created for the Breathe tour, which features all
the Midge sections from the now out-of-print EV15 (Midge cover) and EV16
(John Foxx cover) issues. This includes the Breathe-related interview and
Midge's track-by-track look at the album, which has been much in demand
for some time. Blue cover.
Price £3.00 plus £1.00 postage UK (£2.00 outside UK)
John Foxx Exotour 1997 poster
A1 size, full colour, designed by John himself. Posted rolled in a strong tube.
Price £5.00 plus £2.50 postage UK (£3.50 outside UK)
John Foxx Exotour 1997 T-shirt
XL size only. Shifting City man printed white on black shirt with “John Foxx”
and “Louis Gordon” lettering. Designed by Extreme Voice! Front print only.
Price £10.00 plus £2.00 postage UK (£3.00 outside UK)
Midge Ure Seriously Plugged In 1997 tour T-shirt #1
XL size only. "Breathe" wording printed blue on black shirt. Front print only.
Price £10.00 plus £2.00 postage UK (£3.00 outside UK)

Watch this space for details...

Midge Ure Seriously Plugged In 1997 tour T-shirt #2
XL size only. "Breathe" wording printed blue on white shirt. Front print only.
Price £10.00 plus £2.00 postage UK (£3.00 outside UK)
Exotour poster

Midge Ure Performance tour 1996 poster (some autographed)
20"x30", black and white. Posted rolled in a strong tube.
Price £3.00 plus £2.00 postage UK (£3.00 outside UK)

How to order:
We can accept cheques, postal orders, bank drafts, International Money Orders
and Eurocheques in UK Sterling. For many destinations we can also accept
personal cheques and cash (eg USA, Canada, Europe and some others – notes
only please) in your local currency, if you include a bank conversion fee of £5.00
per order. Your local bank or Bureau de Change will be able to give you the
current exchange rate for UK Sterling.

Cerise Reed, Extreme Voice,
19 SALISBURY STREET, ST GEORGE, BRISTOL BS5 8EE
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There was always going to be something special about
these concerts. The first live outings for John Foxx and
Louis Gordon, John’s first major concert for over a decade.
It all started, or restarted, at The Brook in Southampton
on a typically autumnal evening last October. The
venue was modest, but had an intimate atmosphere,
that somehow lent itself to the occasion. Two
keyboards stood foursquare on the tiny stage. Despite
their silence they did scream the promise of what was
to come. Word went around the crowd that the
promise would be fulfiled at 10 o’clock. So as the hour
approached expectancy grew until the lights declined,
leaving the stage in darkness. A small hiss heralded the
mist that would become a ghostly third party to the
activities on stage. A door opened at the rear of the
stage and two silhouettes emerged. As one’s eyes
adjusted to the darkness it was obvious that John had
gone stage right and Louis stage left. An enthusiastic
voice chimed “Welcome back John”. He smiled
benignly. Then they got to work...
Over the coming seven months I would see John and
Louis in concert on a further four occasions. This is a
summary review of all those events.

Each song had a new interpretation. Of course this is
true of all live material. But this is something that many
fans are wary of because a song that they have known
for so long can be distorted and can lose much of its
original meaning. John and Louis have not fallen into
this trap. The new versions to the Metamatic era
songs sound rarefied, opened up, ‘bigger’ even. Those
from the Ultravox days are calmer. The reworking of
Quiet Men has an ineffable wistful quality about it
despite its more upbeat tempo. The impression given is
of someone recalling their former days with a gentle
smile. One can almost see John’s face fixed into a
faraway gaze whilst he revisits these classics.

Guess who we ran into backstage at the Birmingham show?
Gary Numan, John Foxx and Louis Gordon share a joke.
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So many concerts are just collections of songs. Not so for
John and Louis. The set had a definite shape and

rationale. There were three distinct phases to the music
that they played: Metamatic, Ultravox and Shifting
City. Starting as they did with material more familiar to
the fans and gradually moving towards material exclusive
to John and Louis, this satisfied nostalgia whilst whetting
the appetite for the future. Having heard the set a few
times it became apparent that the boys had paced the
concert. A motoric opening with 20th Century fading
into a slow reflective passage of songs from John’s days
with Ultravox, then a gradual build to an irresistible
climax. The structure was almost symphonic. This mirrors
John’s albums, wherein the listener enjoys the song itself
and as part of a greater whole. John’s albums and
concerts have a definite shape and form.
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REVIEW BY TIM WELSH
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But what of the men on stage? John and Louis
complement each other perfectly, and it is probably this
that informs their successful working relationship. John
is calm, reserved, completely and totally in control of
the situation. An occasional smile will grow on his face,
it may even bloom into a grin, but the overriding
expression is one of measured concentration. His
movements are steady and assured, but he does allow
himself the luxury of keeping time with a subtle thump
of his heel. Characteristically exchanges with the
audience are kept brief, but all the more sincere for
their brevity. No rehearsed speeches or anecdotes. The
ration of “Thank you” in that wonderful Chorley accent
is enough, because that is John. His voice is superb, by
turns warm, ecstatic, menacing, poignant and
comforting. John is a unique performer.
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Louis is a unique performer as well, but he is the ‘Yang’
to John’s ‘Yin’. I can only describe Louis as a living
rhythm. He jumps. He stamps. He dips. He curves. It
seems that there is never any part of Louis’ body that
isn’t moving! I believe John has referred to him as the
‘human spring’. He’s constantly smiling. Makes
frequent gestures to the audience, but at the same
time you feel that Louis would be exactly the same if
there were no audience there at all! His vocals are a
counterpoint to John’s. They act as a distant echo,
augmenting the main passage of the song. If ever
there were two more different musicians side by side
on stage I should like to see them, because together
John and Louis make an excellent team.
These concerts were very special, but there has to be
one incident that stands out for you. For me it came at
the first concert back in Southampton during Just For
a Moment. This is always a very moving song anyway,
but at the end of the piano passage in the middle of
the song an intense red light was shone directly into
the auditorium. It blinded me to everything else for a
few seconds and I was simply surrounded by a sea of
blood-like illumination. It didn’t last for very long... just
for a moment.
The warmth, humour, energy, invention, fun and
enjoyment that was extant at these concerts was more
than enough for the long standing devotees of John,
but they will also attract new admirers. Most
importantly the feeling from John and Louis was one
of pure enthusiasm. I’m sure they will be eager to
repeat it.

RYOICHI YUKI
Collaboration with Midge Ure – on sale here!
Jerry Meehan, Simon Slater, Marilyn
McFarlane and Veronica Lynch.
Midge fans will be particularly interested in
the first track, Heaven, since this is a
wonderful reworking of Personal
Heaven, a track which Midge wrote with
Glen Gregory over a decade ago. It was
never commercially released, and has now
had new life breathed into it.

In
the
cold
winter months of October 1996
through to February 1997, Midge Ure and
Japanese artist Ryoichi Yuki collaborated
on Ryo's debut album, Dear God.
The album was written by Ryoichi and
Midge, and produced and recorded at
Midge’s Wonderful High studio outside
Bath. The lyrics are a mixture of English and
Japanese, and Ryo's vocal style is both
pleasant and accomplished. Midge plays
guitar and keyboards on every track, and
many other familiar names are present,
making this a must-have for the collection.
Sound samples of the first five tracks are
available on the sound page of Ryo's
official website at http://www.yukilove.co.jp/sound/sindex.htm.
The case of the CD is very interesting – it's
thicker than normal and contains an
ingenious cellophane bag filled with real
sand, which sits in front of the insert. This
also is unusual in that it consists of matt
paper lyric sheets fronted by four
transparencies, each featuring a slightly
different photo of Ryo printed in varying
blues and greens, and punched together
with a brass eyelet. The overall effect is
quite stunning!

On March 21 1998 the album was released
in Japan on MIDI Creative. Until this point
no worldwide release has been
forthcoming, but EV can now offer
copies for sale! For the time being, EV is
the sole distributor outside of Japan – you
can’t buy this album in the shops. We will
take your order, and the disc(s) will be
dispatched direct from Japan.

❋❋ How to order ❋❋
To make things simple, there is one price
which includes postage and packing to
anywhere in the world. We can accept
cheques, postal orders, bank drafts,
International
Money
Orders
and
Eurocheques in UK Sterling. For many
destinations we can also accept personal
cheques and cash (eg USA, Canada,
Europe and some others – notes only
please) in your local currency, if you include
a bank conversion fee of £5.00 per order.
Your local bank or Bureau de Change will
be able to give you the current exchange
rate for UK Sterling.

“They asked me!”

Familiar guest names abound, such as
Mark and Steve Brzezicki, Josh Phillips,

“We’ll never leave here, never...
Let’s stay in here forever...
And when the streets are quiet...
We’ll walk out in the silence.”

Extreme Voice 17 : Ryoichi Yuki and Midge Ure collaboration

The new material is quite radically different when
played live compared to the album versions. An Ocean
We Can Breathe magnifies itself with every verse, and
the sublime rhythms of Through My Sleeping are
more prominent and strangely danceable. The only
disappointment is the opening to The Noise which is
somewhat muted in the live performance. Between
seeing the concert at the outset and then, via the
special show in Shrewsbury, on the subsequent second
tour, one realised that John and Louis treat the songs
fluidly and are prepared to further alter their thoughts.
One case in point is Shifting City, the coda to which
has gone through some revision as it now has an
extensive litany recited by John. John and Louis seem
to love tinkering with their output, and this creates a
freshness about each concert.

Price: £20 each (including postage & packing)
Cerise Reed, Extreme Voice,
19 SALISBURY STREET, ST GEORGE, BRISTOL BS5 8EE, ENGLAND.
EMAIL (CERISE): ev@ultravox.org.uk
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You’ve seen him move around on stage, well Louis
was every bit as difficult to pin down for an
interview – have you ever tried to bottle
lightning? In this exclusive interview, Louis started
off by telling us how he met up with John Foxx...

was it. I bought everything that was out including
Metamatic, and then I started back-tracking through
the old stuff. But at that point I’d just got into
electronic music, but when I heard John’s stuff I
thought “Yeah...!”

LG: Proper weird story this... I met him at an old mad
hippy commune in Shropshire. I was doing a gig there
and Chris [Wroe] the designer, who deserves a mention
‘cos he’s a great guy and he’s really into music, knew
John from college, and I had
mentioned before that I was a
big fan of John’s. So when
Chris came to the party he
brought John with him. I
didn’t expect it, he just turned
up at this party and he just sat
and watched all night... and
that’s how I met him. It’s a bit
weird really, but I’m glad he
came though. He really
enjoyed himself and that was
the first time I’d met him in
this old rambling house. It
was a really nice coincidence.

EV:

EV: So how did you get to
write new material with John?

LG: Kraftwerk... anything that was a bit weird. I liked
Devo as well as the early Human League... Travelogue
and Reproduction are top
albums. A bit of Tangerine
Dream and I’m even a bit
fond of the early Jean Michel
Jarre stuff. I still think
Oxygene is a good album.
EV: How did you get involved
with Cathedral Oceans?
LG: When we were doing
Shifting City, John played me
a lot of the old tracks that he
had done and I just said “You
must put that out,” and he said
that he’d intended too but
hadn’t got around to it. So I did
one track with him to sort of
finish it... no, I did two. I helped
mix one and co-wrote another.
By that time we realised that it
would be a good thing to do
and the next thing I knew he’d
released it. He said that he was
going to do both albums at the
same time which I thought was
a good idea.

EV:

How long have you been a fan of John’s?

LG: Since 1980. I got into John’s music through
someone playing me Mr No and This City and that

LG: All ways... John will come in with a song that he’s
written on the guitar and sing it to me and say “What
do you think of that?”. He likes to work that way.
Other times I’ll come up with things on the keyboard
and computer, it’s all coincidence really.
EV: Is that how An Ocean We Can Breathe came
about, with you working on a basic drone and rhythm?
LG: Yeah, I’d got this drone and this rhythm which
was interesting. I think we’d been out the the local pub
and when we got back I played John what I’d got on a
DAT, I think I’d done it over the weekend. Anyway,

EV: Wasn’t there an instrumental version of
Shadowman being played before the show started at
Southampton?
LG: Yeah there was, well
spotted! There are at least
two different versions of
Shadowman.

EV:

Who else have you worked with?

LG: I’ve just been working with a band called
Thermonic, who are going to be good, but they’re not
really electronic, they’re quite indie and they’re into
using samplers and stuff. Very interesting actually, so
I’ve been working with them recently, mainly at
weekends which has been a bit of a nightmare ‘cos
that’s normally the only time I’m not doing anything,
but it’s been good though. And also some stuff in
London. I’ve been asked to
do some production work for
a really good singer called
Rachael Mayfield... who’s a
really cool lady.

EV: We’ve
heard
that
you’ve given names to some
of the noises you’ve created,
like the drone at the
beginning of The Noise is
referred to as Ark Royal.
LG: I’ve got The Ark Royal
and Elephant’s Graveyard on
Here We Go which is a
backwards guitar. It always
reminds me of elephants,
maybe there’s something
about me and elephants that
I don’t know about. That’s
what John thinks anyhow
(laughs).
EV: How’s the new material
shaping up?

EV: Did
you
release
anything before you met up
with John, because all we’ve
heard is Theme From it’s All
Gone Pear Shaped?

“MAYBE THERE’S SOMETHING
ABOUT ME AND ELEPHANTS
THAT I DON’T KNOW ABOUT.
THAT’S WHAT JOHN THINKS
ANYHOW (LAUGHS)”

LG: Brilliant. Yeah, it’s dead
good. I’ve bought some new toys recently.
EV: Are you still using some of the keyboards that
were used on Metamatic?
LG: All of them, yeah. All the gear’s still there. When
we did Shifting City it was very much a learning
process ‘cos me and John didn’t know each other, so
half of the time was getting acquainted and getting all
the stuff together as much as we could. We’ve got a
wonderful base now to work at, because we’ve got
this new studio and that’s looking really good and I just
can’t wait to get stuck right in. The new album’s not
even got a working title yet. I can’t really say anything,
you know me (laughs)...

LG: Yeah, that was the big
hit. I did some other stuff,
without getting ‘trainspotter’
about it, there has been a
few tracks out. The original
EP that Pear Shaped was
on there was couple of
other tracks on that. One
was called Brainiac and
another one called... oh
what was it called?... The
Till and a few other tracks
which are too obscure to
mention.
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EV: Are they still available?
LG: Possibly, but you’re asking the wrong person ‘cos
I haven’t been able to get a copy and I wrote it!
(laughs), so I don’t know. I would think so.
EV:

Have you thought about releasing a solo album?

LG: Well I’m hoping to start getting some of the stuff
I’ve done together this year. Maybe editing it together
to see what it sounds like, ‘cos I’ve already got three
quarters of an album of stuff that I’ve done. It’s just
time, it’s as simple as that. So when I get some time, I’ll
go and put one together... so watch this space.
EV:

Whose idea was it to go out on tour?

Photo: Extreme Voice

Photo: John Foxx, taken in Ancoats, Manchester

LG: There was no mention of anything old at all, we
just wanted to do new stuff at that point. It was only
afterwards that we talked about the older stuff and
that it wouldn’t be a bad thing to do, but initially it was
only going to be new stuff.

LG: There are, yeah. There’s a wicked, fractured,
electronic version of Shifting City, but I don’t know
where it is (laughs), John’s got it on some obscure
digital cassette somewhere...

Who else were you listening to at the time?

LG: Well John phoned me
up at my house in
Shrewsbury two days after
“I GOT INTO JOHN’S MUSIC
we’d met, he’d rung Chris to
THROUGH
SOMEONE PLAYING
see if he had my number, and
ME MR NO AND THIS CITY
said “I thought the party was
brilliant...” and then he said
AND THAT WAS IT.”
“Would you like to do some
stuff?” I jumped at the
EV: How do you and John write material?
chance, I was freaking out on the phone.
EV: Was it going to be new stuff straight away, or
re-visiting old material?

EV: You’ve also said that there are alternate versions
of some of the tracks from Shifting City...

I’ll tell you as much as I know actually at this point,
which is that we’ve got some ideas for the kind of
tracks we want to do. There’s going to be a big theme.
We’ve just been too busy to get full on it. John’s always
two hours late every day ‘cos the phone wont stop
ringing. We’ve got some fabulous plans...

Extreme Voice 17 : Louis Gordon : Interview
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John started the chant to it, the ‘Ocean’ chant, and it
sounded really great. So I re-did it a little bit ‘cos it was
a little bit ethnic at first, so I just got rid of all those bits
so that it was more stripped down. There was a few
like that actually that came together in a similar way.

Extreme Voice 17 : Louis Gordon : Interview

EV:

How did you select which tracks to perform live?
EV:

LG: I selected them as a fan. As a fan I said to John
what would be great to hear, things that would blow
people away, things they would never have thought
they would’ve heard and I think that worked. John
selected his favourites and I selected mine to make a
big hit list and we just whittled them down. Some of
them were always going to be definites anyway.
Another way was to start to program some of them and
see how they felt, to see if they were going in a really good
direction and I was doing them justice then I would carry
on. Some of them could’ve been touch and go... hey,
Touch and Go... it could’ve been touch and go with some
of the old tracks whether or not they would’ve worked.
John’s got such a big library of great songs that it wasn’t
that difficult to have come up with a good set out of all
that lot. The only thing was there was too much to go in.
EV:
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I was chatting to Gary Numan after the show in
Birmingham and he was saying that Slow Motion was
his all-time favourite track, which is a great compliment.

So what was left out?

LG: The only one I’ll tell you about, ‘cos I don’t want to
give anything away (laughs). But what I will tell you was
that it was toss-up between Quiet Man and Slow
Motion, ‘cos they’re both from the same album, both a
similar type of song and they’re and they’re both from the
same era. But we didn’t want to do them both, so it was
one or the other and it was virtually decided on the flip of
a coin in the end ‘cos they’re both great tunes. So I will give
that much away and say that we were going to do Slow
Motion, so maybe that’s something for the next time.

When do you think you’ll tour again?

LG: If we do another tour, which I’m sure we will, it’ll
probably be in February or March of next year. I’m not
really sure, I just like doing them (laughs), I should think
as soon as we’ve done some new material ‘cos we
won’t just tour for the sake of it. I honestly believe that
even though John enjoyed doing Burning Car,
Overpass and Quiet Men, he wouldn’t have gone on
tour if he hadn’t got any new material. He really
believes in the new stuff, that’s why the second half of
the set was like that. It’ll be when we’ve completed the
new album which we can do very quickly when we get
the time to do it, so maybe February or early March.

Name

22nd of January, 1965

Place of birth

Longsite, Manchester

Height

LG: Yeah, it was in the time we had to do them, they
were really full-on. It always is isn’t it, ‘the week before’.
It’s the same with you two and Extreme Voice (laughs)
“What’ve we done? Well we’ve done the front page!”...
EV:

(shuffles feet) That’s very true..!

Hazel, but red on a Sunday morning

Colour of hair

Dark brown

Present home

Manchester

Parents’ occupations
School begin in tears?
Earliest musical memory
Schools

First crush
First record bought

Below: Louis prepares for take-off

Went home at dinner time – I thought it was all over!
Playing on the Beano and Dandy annuals with my Dad’s drumsticks
Woodland’s Infants / Millbank Primary / Broadoak Comprehensive
Getting chucked out of the school panto for singing out of tune – I only agreed to do it
because I fancied one of the ‘Babes in the Woods’
Patricia Lord (she was the girl in the panto), the blonde girl off of White Horses and Sally
Thomsett off of The Railway Children
Single – The Number 1 Song in Heaven by Sparks. Album – Metamatic (of course!)
Window cleaner in winter (catching beautiful women with no clothes on is a popular misconception)

Previous bands

The Off Beats / Sideshow / Cloutnail / Asian Persuasion / Digital Justice / E.S. People / Third Movement

Worst band
Most hated record
Lowest point in career
The most hurtful thing ever written about you
Favourite fantasy
Favourite transport
Musical hero / heroine
Other hero / heroine
Book
Film
Television programme
Record

Domestic pets
Most nostalgic record for you and why?

Spent last Christmas
Likes
Dislikes

Greatest fear
Favourite advertisement
Best holiday you’ve ever had

Cloutnail – a fictitious heavy metal band that came dangerously close to reality
The Deck of Cards, Living off a Prayer, D.I.V.O.R.C.E., I Wish I Could Fly, No Charge.
There’s a prize for any reader who can name all of the artists!
Being beaten in the school talent show by two girls dressed as babies miming to Baby Love
Playing at The Astoria with John Foxx – absolutely brilliant!
So far everybody has been very kind
It involves Denise Van Outen, five gallons of Mazola and some very expensive champagne
The ‘beamer upper’ from Star Trek
All the Johns (Lennon, Foxx, Martyn), Kraftwerk, me Dad, Prince, James Brown, Chet Baker,
Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland and Karen Carpenter
Charles Dickens, Roald Dahl, Oliver Reed, Yosemite Sam, Bridgit Bardot, James Bond
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, The 1976 Whizzer and Chips annual

Only Fools and Horses, The Tube, any wildlife programme, The Simpsons and Corie Orie
Sgt Pepper by The Beatles, Metamatic by John, Computer World by Kraftwerk, One World
by John Martyn, Equinoxe by Jean Michel Jarre, The Bends by Radiohead, Animals by
Pink Floyd
Beany – He’s a lurcher, a real big scruffy old dog (my best pal!)
It’s More Fun to Compute from Computer World by Kraftwerk, because I nearly killed myself
listening to it on my first Walkman. I was on my bike and I rode straight through a red light
and a tanker just missed me!
Getting pleasantly drunk with my family (I wish I could say “In Paris”)...
Drinking a cool beer after a long Sunday walk, singing in public toilets, sunny Autumn days,
thunderstorms, fishing off a boat on the river
Elvis Presley mirrors that you can win at the fairground, Margaret Thatcher, poodles,
ballroom dancing, beetroot, reformed smokers, shopping malls, Michael Barrymore, golf,
The Arts Council, the word “Britpop” and anything to do with Stevie Nicks
Going deaf
R. Whites lemonade and Trio – TRRREEEEEEOOOOOO!!!!
Hopefully I’ll be able to tell you that next year

Best present you’ve ever been given

Psychedelic lamp

How good a cook are you?

Completely crap

How do you relax?

I go fishing and walking

Most beautiful thing?

Harvest moon, tigers, virgin snow and 48 track digital

Favourite music paper

All the ones that write about us

Where are you going after completing this?
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A Taste of Honey, The Italian Job, Jason and the Argonauts, The Roaring Twenties, Quest for
Fire, Spinal Tap, Star Wars and One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest

THE PUB!

Photo: Extreme Voice

Photo: Extreme Voice

Dad was a great drummer

Worst job

Proudest point in career

LG: Once a month Chris (Wroe) puts out an
entertainment magazine and by the third week he’s always
hard at it, he’s got to finish it all, all the graphics and
everything.That’s how I like to do things. On ‘the last day’...

5’111⁄2”

Colour of eyes

Proudest school moment

EV: It was a great sound you managed to get on the
Exotour CDs.

Louis Gordon Smith

Date of birth

Extreme Voice 17 : Personal File : Louis Gordon : February 1998

LG: It was a joint decision really, but I pushed John
into it because he wasn’t sure whether to do it or not.

Extreme Voice 17 : Warren Cann : Recent projects

Cash). Frankly, it wasn’t a very
pleasant introduction to scoring.

Leaving Greater London
I moved to Los Angeles because the
music scene in London was terribly stale
and cynical. It wasn’t a decision taken
lightly, I just felt that my future lay here
in Los Angeles, rather than in London. A
major contributory factor had to be that
the heart of the movie industry is here
and, one way or another, I wanted to
move in that direction. My first two
appearances in Hollywood films, An
American Scream and Perfectly
Legal were years ago but the
experience was encouraging.

Martial Arts
In late ‘96 I was introduced to Rick
Faraci, a holder of seven world records
in the martial arts. I was asked by Rick
to write the script for his next picture
and was commissioned to do so. This
was the first time I’d attempted such a
task and I thoroughly enjoyed it. At
Rick’s prompting, I wrote a part for
myself into it! It’s a low-budget action
film titled Dark Legion and is
currently being funded for production.
To my surprise, I found the writing
experience almost as much fun as
creating music and decided to pursue
it in addition to my other activities.

Initially, I had an incredible amount of
red-tape to deal with. When you
relocate to a foreign country (even if
they do speak English, after a fashion),
there are a million sundry things to
attend to: getting papers in order,
getting a driver’s license... it seemed
never ending. The ‘Green Card’ took a
great deal of time to arrange, it’s a
terribly long and involved process.
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Soundtrack work
Next, I did the soundtrack for a film. A
friend, Lorelei McCollough, and I had
worked together on various projects
before and she knew of a film
producer who was looking for
someone to score his film. We
subsequently wrote, played, and
produced the score for G. Macher
Entertainment’s film Deadly Currency,
starring William Smith (not the one
from Independence Day... this
William Smith has been in over 400
feature films – he shared an epic fistfight with Clint Eastwood in Any
Which Way You Can and was the
Russian Colonel in Red Dawn) and
Robert Z’dar (Maniac Cop, Tango &

Scripts, scores and ambitions
Through our experiences here, Lorelei
and I subsequently decided that the
best way to acquire scores would be to
produce the films and give ourselves
the job! We started a production
company, ‘Tintye Pictures’ and jumped
from the frying pan into the fire,
spending far too long chasing
unreliable investors (who as a species
are wildly endemic to filmdom) and
equally undependable directors.
“There has to be a better way...”, we
thought: the domino effect led us into
forming our own film distribution
company, ‘Aztec’.
We sent a contingent of sales people
to the Cannes Film Festival and will be
attending other major festivals like
Milan. We’re also promoting ourselves
at these events via new break-through
technology from the ‘California Laser
Company’ who have invented a
holographic projector which can float
an image into thin air before your eyes.
In mutual support, we’re working with

One of the films we’re dealing is Red
Eye starring Bruce Campbell (Evil Dead
1/2/3) and directed by William Dear
(Harry and the Hendersons, Angels
in the Outfield, WIld America). It’s
about vampires running amuck on a
transatlantic flight. Bruce’s Army of
Darkness is one of my favourite films
so this is a lot of fun for me!
Comic effect
I’ve been working on a sequel script to
Dark Legion and Lorelei and I are in
touch with an ex-’D.C. Comics’ artist
who has expressed interest in creating
a comic book based upon the two
characters in the movie. Recently, I
began a partnership with friend and
writer, David Trapero, to collaborate
on an idea we came up with for a
movie; Invincible, it’s an extremely
violent comedy.
I’m also currently working on a
treatment for a film based upon the
book, The End of the World as We
Know It, by James Wesley, Rawles*.
Until 1993, the author was an officer
in U.S. Army Intelligence specialising
in electronic warfare; the story deals
with the aftermath of massive
economic collapse of the West’s
money markets and would fall into
the action/thriller genre.
BAFTA LA
In March of this year I’m proud to say
I was put forward and accepted as a
new member of ‘BAFTA LA’, ‘The
British Academy of Film and Television
Arts’. This organisation promotes the
international interests of British films,
filmmakers and talent here within the
Los Angeles film community.
Between the production and
distribution companies, I hope be in a
position to not only learn more about
the extensive business of how movies
are actually launched from script to
screen but to actively fulfil my creative
ambitions. It is my firm intention to
work in film; both behind the scenes
as a composer and screenplay writer,
and – where possible – in front of the
camera as an actor.
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* note: This is not a typo... the author is adamant that his name be spelled with the comma between
his middle name and surname. It has to do with an arcane law whereby your given and middle
names are your personal property whereas your surname falls into the realm of Public Domain.

Exo'tech Records executive
For my first endeavour, I was
approached by an old friend to join a
fledgling record company as head of
A & R. Initially I turned it down, but
then decided it might be interesting; it
would mean a lot of production work
and that appealed to me. After
months of start-up troubles, the
project fell through when the
funding collapsed. Not an uncommon
occurrence in L.A.!

Pack your bags, Agent Mulder
I met a film maker, Don Jackson, in
early ‘97 and in May was given a part
in his latest film, El Chupacabra. I play
an F.B.I./N.S.A. type of federal agent.
Scenes I appeared in were filmed in
Los Angeles’ famous railway terminus,
Union Station, and in the nearby
historic section of old Los Angeles,
Alevera Street. Don is a real character
in a Cormanesque kind of way, it was
an education working with him.

them to promote both our company’s
catalogue of films and the incredible
potential of their technology.
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Email from America...

Extreme Voice 17 : Harold Budd

In the last issue of Extreme Voice, John confirmed that
the long rumoured collaboration between himself and
Harold Budd was finally going to happen. When asked
how it was progressing, John said, “I’m about halfway
through my part of it. Harold of course finished his
instantly – first take!”. Since then they’ve gone on to
record fourteen tracks, most of which will appear on
the album whose working title is Translucence.
We first heard about this collaboration almost two years
earlier in an interview Future Music Magazine did with
Harold where he said that he’d “always wanted to work
with John Foxx”. However, we realise that although some
of you may have heard the name, you might still be
thinking... “Who is he?”. Here then follows everything
you could ever wish to know about Harold Budd...
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Harold’s career as a composer pre-dates his recorded
work by nearly two decades. A principle figure in the
Californian avant-garde of the early Sixties, his
minimalist works involved perception and tolerance,

including The Candy-Apple Revision, and
unspecified D-flat major chord Lirio, a 24-hour
marathon for solo gong.
In 1972, Harold forsook the avant-garde with
Madrigals of the Rose Angel, a work written for a
topless chorus of female singers, harp, percussion,
celeste and lights. This controversial work and others
moved toward an all-encompassing language based on
prettiness and decoration. Collaborations with Marion
Brown and Brian Eno ensued.
By the early Eighties, he’d discovered recording as a
potent means of publishing his works and he began to
use the recording studio as an instrument in his
compositions, not merely as a facility for documenting
them. His seven recordings from the decade include
two self-produced works, The Serpent (In
Quicksilver) and Abandoned Cities as well as
collaborations with Eno and The Cocteau Twins.
Lovely Thunder (co-produced with Michael Hoenig)
was his last album recorded in America prior to Music
For 3 Pianos; The White Arcades was recorded in
Edinburgh. Other work from that period includes art
gallery installations: one with Lita Albuquerque; and
Blue Room with Flowers and Gong for which
Gypsy Violin was recorded, and later released on
Lovely Thunder.

And so we come to Luxa which is Harold’s first solo
album in five years and his first studio-produced album
since The White Arcades. Each of the four separate
sections has its own very distinct character, which in
turn pays homage to some of his favourite 20th
Century artists. Amongst Luxa’s many glowing
reviews, it was voted Record of the Year by The Sunday
Times in 1996.

The Pavilion of Dreams
The Plateaux of Mirror
(with Brian Eno)
The Serpent (in Quicksilver)
Abandoned Cities
The Pearl (with Brian Eno)
The Moon and the Melodies
(with the Cocteau Twins)
Lovely Thunder
The White Arcades
By the Dawn’s Early Light
Music For 3 Pianos
(with Daniel Lentz & Ruben Garcia)
Through the Hill
(with Andy Partridge)
Glyph (with Hector Zazou)
Luxa

(EG) 1978
(EG) 1980
(All Saints) 1981
(All Saints) 1984
(EG) 1984
(4AD)
(EG)
(All Saints)
(WEA)

1986
1986
1988
1991

(All Saints) 1992
(All Saints) 1994
(Crammed) 1995
(All Saints) 1996

For more information on the three albums pictured,
together with The Serpent (in Quicksilver) /
Abandoned Cities (now combined on one CD) and
Music For 3 Pianos, please contact:–
All Saints Records
179 Gloucester Place
London NW1 6DX
England

So, if you’ve not heard anything by Harold (and if not,
why not?) then we can heartily recommend both The
White Arcades and Luxa – neither of which have
spent much time out of our CD players recently! In the
meantime, here’s at least two people who are counting
the days down until Harold’s next album.

Many thanks to both Dominic Norman-Taylor of All
Saints Records and Andy Jones of Future Music
Magazine for their invaluable help with this article.

1994: Through the Hill

1996: Luxa

Email: allsaints@easynet.co.uk
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Photo of Harold: Ricardo Martin, courtesy of All Saints Records

1988: White Arcades

June 1994 saw the release of Through the Hill with
XTC’s Andy Partridge, an unlikely combination of
talents from both sides of the recording spectrum, and
one which John was originally invited to participate in.
However John declined saying that “three people
might be too much”, but that he “definitely and really
passionately” wanted to work with Harold.

Selected Discography

Extreme Voice 17 : Harold Budd

“He’s the most inspired minimalist –
one of the very few original musicians on
the planet” : John Foxx, July 1998

By the Dawn’s Early Light signalled his departure
from studio-produced albums and a return to more
formal modes of composition: through composed
works, predetermined structures and content, and
perhaps most importantly his highly personal fondness
for unusual, idiosyncratic instrumental combinations.
This album also features Bill Nelson, one of England’s
most respected guitarists and B J Cole, the steel guitar
virtuoso. His 1992 release, Music for 3 Pianos, was
the result of a long-standing friendship with fellow
Americans Daniel Lentz and Ruben Garcia.
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Switzerland

amusement) mountain. Josh had
bought a bright pink plastic sledge
which Russell attempted to use to
beat the rest of the band back
down the mountain, even despite
the fact that they were in a cable
car. This would have been more
successful if he had gone down the
correct side of the mountain!

Bern turned out to be a fantastic
medieval town with its very own bear
pit! A bit sad really for the bears.

Zurich 11.2.98
Alpenrock House

Before embarking on a series of
Swiss and Italian live dates to
support Breathe, Midge decided it
would be a nice idea to create a
web diary each day of all the daft
things that happen on tour. This
section of the EV website was
updated whilst on the road, using
Tour Manager Berenice's laptop and
photographs from Midge's new
digital camera.
This was the start of a busy year for
your EV team – we were asked to
design the tour programme and
T-shirt (plus for good measure a tour
special of EV). Then Cerise
accompanied the tour from Milan
onwards, to run the merchandise
desk with Alan, a friend of Berenice’s.

Troy always seem
to get on very
well with the Air
Hostesses (can't
understand why?)
and arrived at
3pm. The Alpenrock is a strange
venue, being decorated like an
Alpine village, with chalets and
pretend rocky outcrops.
As with all public buildings in
Switzerland, the Alpenrock has its

very own built-in nuclear fall-out
shelter, which makes for very cosy
dressing rooms!

Before coffee..
.

So the evening saw us all going out
for a Mexican meal at a restaurant
with the unlikely name of La
Cucaracha. Quite why we chose
Mexican food when we were in
Switzerland is a mystery. However a
good time was had by all until they
were ‘dragged’ back to the hotel for
a session on the EV Chat Room...

Luzern 12.2.98
Koncerthaus Schuur
Berenice: So, with gig number one
under our belts, and a bit of a get
together in the hotel after the show
(results on next page!) we set off in
our glamourous tourbus for Luzern, a
little over 1 hour’s drive from Zurich,
through some spectacular scenery.
Spirits are high and the new video
camera is proving
to be a great
success (especially
now we know
how
it
works!).

The
gig
tonight is a little
more standard, with a much
larger stage, PA and lighting rig.
This resulted in a slightly longer set.
However, the dressing rooms were
almost as glamourous as last night,
and as for Midge's tea........

Meanwhile, back in jolly old
England, Cerise and Alan set off
from Bristol with the merchandise
van. They’ll travel down through
France for the next few days and
meet us in Milan on Monday.

After coffee

Vevey 13/14.2.98
Rocking Chair
Berenice: Actually more about the
day off really!! So our first day off
was spent in Luzern. The weather is
totally splendid, clear blue skies and
very warm. The downside is that
there is not enough snow to go
skiing. Midge and the rest of the
band went off on a day trip up the
Titlis (????? name caused huge

Josh and Troy ended up getting
trashed and playing till the wee
small hours in the hotel foyer with
the night staff joining in on the
choruses with great aplomb and
much delight to all and sundry.

Italy
Milan 16.2.98
Rolling Stone

Bern 15.2.98
Bierhubli
Midge: What a stonker!!!! The
food was great, the venue was fab
and the crowd was well and truly
devastated by our unstoppable
supernatural brilliance! TRUE!
The new band motto (created by
Troy) is as follows:
Where are we from?
MOUNT OLYMPUS!
Why are we here?
TO WALK AMONGST MEN
IN THE SHADOW OF ROCK!

Cerise arrives at last!

Midge: Italy here we come! We
spent four or five hours in the
tourbus from hell travelling through
the Alps trying to locate the venue.
Upon our arrival you could imagine
our great surprise when we realised
that the Swatch marketing guys
had taken over the place! Stuff
hung from every available nook
and cranny, adorning walls and
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This article is for the benefit of any
EV readers who do not have an
Internet connection yet – it loses a
little of its spontaneity, but we
knew you’d want to see the
photos! So hold on to your hats,
and here we go...

Berenice: Well, we finally made it
to Switzerland! Midge travelled to
Milan yesterday to appear on the
advertising awards, where Breathe
had picked up an award for “best
music”, and then travelled up to
Zurich and met the rest of the party.
He's feeling very pleased with
himself, having just purchased a
digital video camera, the results of
which can be seen below. We had a
pretty standard trip over, Josh and

Meanwhile, Josh demonstrates the
after-effects of the hotel get-together:
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Midge walks to the gig from the hotel,
and somehow manages to get
hopelessly lost...

Troy during soundcheck, Zurich

The boys have a go on the EV Chat Room, from Vevey
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to munch in between courses! Troy
thought that they'd come along with
the sauce next, and pour it over
everyone's heads...

Alan at work on the merchandise desk

The show was fab and the guys
were a little taken aback by the
youthfulness of the female
members of the audience... taken
aback, but very pleased! Then it
was back to the hotel for a party to
celebrate Berenice's 40th birthday.

"Excuse me, come over here!". "No,
I'm busy, come over here" came the
swift reply. "I'm a queen so you must
come to ME!" he pouted. "Well I'm a
king so you'll have to come to ME!"
quipped Dave. Touché...

Bologna 18.2.98
Theatre Medica Palace

Berenice: The gig in Rome was a bit
like a scene from The Survivors,
being held in a disused air terminal (!)
which also doubled up as an active
railway station... very bizarre! Biggest
problem of the day was not being
able to find any toilet paper anywhere
in the building. It was also the most
difficult-to-find venue in the universe,
as Alan and Cerise found out!

Pordenone 17.2.98
Rototom
Cerise: The venue in Pordenone was a
little peculiar – sort of a cross between
a hubcap and a flying saucer – in fact,
just like a rototom!!! The resident
(and spectacularly camp) barman was
hilarious. He wanted a T-shirt to wear
during the show, so was pointed in
Dave's general direction. He shouted,

Midge’s magic trick (look – no hands!)

Cerise: The band and crew coach
stopped off at a fabby seafood
restaurant just outside of Bologna for
lunch, where they throw whole
peanuts onto the table, for everyone

Meanwhile, Cerise and Alan in the
merchandise van weren't having
such a good time, after a minor
skirmish with a tollbooth barrier!
The gig was in a cinema / theatre run
by a large interfering gentleman in a
DJ and overcoat who constantly
barked orders at his staff. He even
wanted us to stick up T-shirts on the
front of the merchandise flight cases
because they looked “untidy”! We
started to get a little peeved when he
got one of them to walk around the
foyer, spraying an aerosol behind him.
Not your average Rock 'n' Roll venue...
During the show, Troy was in full
flood on the Uillean pipes when one
of the pipes dropped off and clattered
to the floor, accompanied by a
fantastically bum note. Midge
laughed so hard he was crying, and
couldn't continue singing. Every time
he tried to come to the mike he burst
out laughing again, to much applause
from the crowd. Meanwhile Berenice
was having kittens, thinking that the
reason was that his voice had gone,
and by the end of the show had
devised a complete getaway plan!!!

Russ in artful pose, in Bologna

Go on then Troy... entertain us! OK, so
I could wash Russ' face with this handy
lettuce... or I could make a puppet out
of a bread roll...

Florence however, as we are installed
into the Sheraton. It's a gloriously
sunny day and Midge and Russ'
families have joined us for a couple
of days. Our night off is celebrated
at a splendid traditional Italian
restaurant (Trattoria Cammillo), and
we all have far too much to eat and
drink. Andy (lighting), Bruce
(backline) and Cerise paint the
town red afterwards and
(eventually) end up in an
Irish pub... don’t ask.
Next
morning
everyone heads off
into Florence so do
some serious shopping
and sightseeing... sorry not many
photos, as everyone was far too busy
spending money... Josh was very
proud of his new leather jacket.
The gig was in a large circus tent, but
with some of the nicest back stage
areas we've had all tour! Both crowd
and band are in buoyant mood and
the show goes extremely well. This is
probably the most enthusiastic
audience we've had all the time we
have been in Italy and Midge is
clearly enjoying himself.

lunch stop at a splendid seaside resort
just north of Ancona. Great food and
a stroll along the beach in the spring
sunshine, punctuated only by Josh
deciding that he had to put a coin in
the dog loo to see how it worked!!!

Venice 23/24.2.98
Teatro Toniolo
Berenice: Well, that's nearly it
folks and, as usual, the last
show of any tour is always full
of mixed feelings... glad to be
going home, and sorry to be
leaving everyone else behind.
However, everyone had a good day
off yesterday, and went into Venice
proper to do the tourist bit. Midge
and Josh came home with Prada
bags, much to their great delight. The
crew celebrated the end of tour by
having a meal at a little place near the
hotel which was fab! Much red wine
was consumed from several large
jugs. It's carnival time in Venice,
which resulted in some good photo
opportunities.

Ancona 22.2.98
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The Barfly

After the show, we all go on a
midnight tour of Rome, since we
didn’t get much chance during the
day. Shocker of the evening: Russ
‘moons’ to an amused merchandise
van from the back of the tourbus.

Florence 20/21.2.98
Teatro Tenda
Berenice: Nicely rested after their
first day off for ages, the boys are
well up for today's show. We arrived
yesterday afternoon after a fairly
long journey and the hotel from hell
in Rome, which included the delights
of negative light bulbs (they actually
made the rooms darker when
switched on) and shower fittings
that sprayed water onto light
switches... nice! No such problems in

Berenice: Well, what can I say,
except that this is the first time that
Midge has played in a branch of
Kwik Fit! The venue was a weird
nightclub, complete with decoration
made from car exhaust pipes. A very
small stage and low ceiling
completed the picture and conspired
to make the crews' life hell. Dressing
room antics included rearranging
the text on the various gig posters
for forthcoming acts... I wonder if
‘Trilok Gurtu’ ever did notice!

Next morning after the gig, we part
company with Alan and Cerise who
have a 1400-mile trek back to Bristol
in the van, and Midge who is going
straight to Vienna (!) for a TV
appearance. The rest of us head
home with thoughts of the next set of
dates in Germany and Austria
whirring round our heads. Here’s to
the next one!

Highlight of the day was again our

All of the following band profiles
were filled in whilst in an advanced
state of inebriation one evening,
and therefore need to be taken
with a large pinch of salt...! >>>
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Air Terminal

Dressing room tedium set in again
and the boys entertained themselves
in a variety of unique ways...

The gig was excellent, good reaction
from the crowd. It's still odd to hear
Breathe get the biggest reception
instead of Vienna.
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Rome 19.2.98
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festooning ceilings, so much so that
it resembled a watch convention
and not what we thought... a M.U.
concert! This was swiftly corrected.
We also found a bootleg teeshirt
seller selling his elicit wares directly
in front of the venue. After
applauding his boldness he was
subsequently moved on in a
businesslike manner by Berenice!
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David Alexander Ross Williamson

Date of birth

28th of October, 1959

Place of birth

Cairo General Hospital, Egypt

Place of birth

Living room couch, Aberdeen

Height
Own teeth?!

5’10”
Yes (slightly discoloured)

Height
Own teeth?!

6’1”
Front ones are caps – cracked them playing bagpipes!!

Colour of eyes

Blue

Colour of eyes

Grey / Green

Colour of hair

Brown

Colour of hair

Not applicable

Married?
Present home
Parents’ occupations
School begin in tears?
Earliest musical memory
Schools
Proudest school moment
First crush
Worst job
Previous bands
Worst band
Most hated record
Lowest point in career
Proudest point in career
The most hurtful thing ever written about you
Favourite fantasy
Favourite transport
Musical hero / heroine
Other hero / heroine
Book
Film
Television programme
Record
Clothing
Newspaper
Domestic pets
Most nostalgic record for you and why?
Spent last Christmas
Likes
Dislikes
Greatest fear

Yes indeed
Warter, York
Dad: musician. Mother: trapeze artist
Profoundly
Dad singing Hank Williams’ songs
Victoria, Workington. Grammar School spivs, Workington
The lowest grade EVER in maths, Workington Grammar
Pauline Crabbe
Blockbuster by The Sweet
Art student
You Slosh
Argos
I Feel Love by Jimmy Somerville
None
All points
I don’t wear underpants
Playing banjo in The Berlin Philharmonic
Ford Fiesta
Vince White
Walt Whitman
The Sea Lady by H.G. Wells
The Ghost and Mrs Muir
The Living Planet
Tir Na Nog by Alan Stivell
Tweed
The Pocklington Post
Allergic to animals
Wish You Were Here by Pink Floyd – it was odd!
I certainly was
Home, home, home, quality red wine
Meat, Jimmy Somerville, Kendo Nagasaki’s mask
Kendo Nagasaki’s leotard

Married?
Present home
Parents’ occupations
School begin in tears?
Earliest musical memory
Schools
Proudest school moment
First crush
First record bought
Worst job
Previous bands
Worst band
Most hated record
Lowest point in career
Proudest point in career
The most hurtful thing ever written about you
Favourite fantasy
Favourite transport
Musical hero / heroine
Other hero / heroine
Book
Film
Television programme
Record
Clothing
Newspaper
Domestic pets
Most nostalgic record for you and why?
Spent last Christmas
Likes
Dislikes
Greatest fear

Favourite advertisement

Stones Bitter (the one with the yeti)

Favourite advertisement

Best holiday you’ve ever had

My time as a colonist in India (true!)

Best holiday you’ve ever had

Best present you’ve ever been given
How good a cook are you?
How do you relax?

1905 Waltham pocket watch
Ask my teeth
Quality red wine

Best present you’ve ever been given
How good a cook are you?
How do you relax?

Yes, to Jackie
Tooting, South London
Retired teachers
Mother pushing, teacher pulling, me screaming in the middle!
The theme from Z-Cars
Robert Gordon’s College, Aberdeen
Knocking out James Moser with one punch
Gretel from The Sound of Music
Run, Run, Run by Jo Jo Gunne
Cleaner in a dog kennel (summer job!)
Too numerous to list
Kitsch and Cinq (Kitchen Sink)
No Way, No Way by Vanilla (1997)
Sacked for not dancing enough (Mecca band!!)
Still waiting
Kerrang called me a session musician! Actually, I suppose it was really a compliment
Not fit to print
Saab 9000
Karen Carpenter
Haven’t read many
Bladerunner
The Bill
Goodbye to Love – The Carpenters or Wicheta Lineman – Glen Campbell
Jeans and T-Shirts
Don’t read ‘em
Two cats – Data and Worf (are you sure about that favourite TV programme, Dave?!)
Evergreen by Barbara Streisand – shagged my first girlfriend to it!
Driving, like every Christmas!!
Chocolate, gadgets
Marzipan, cucumber, aggressive people
Going bald
They should all be ignored!
Collieston, where my granny was born. Went there every year as a kid.
First bass and amp for my 16th birthday
Very, very poor!
Comedy on TV / film

Most beautiful thing?

Too much

Most beautiful thing?

Aurora Borealis

Favourite music paper

The Pocklington Post

Favourite music paper

All bollocks

Where are you going after completing this?

To join my celestial brethren

Where are you going after completing this?
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Earthworm Jim / Hong Kong Fooey

To bed!
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Real name

30th of May, 1992

First record bought
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Sir Sidney Ruff-Diamond
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Real name
Date of birth
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Richard Nixon

Date of birth

1962 AD

Place of birth

Zanzibar

Place of birth

My Mother’s bed

Height

3’2”

Height

Approx 18 inches above ground level

Own teeth?!

Never

Own teeth?!

Colour of eyes

Purple

Colour of eyes

Black

Colour of hair

Ginger

Colour of hair

Very dark brown

Married?
Present home
Parents’ occupations
School begin in tears?
Earliest musical memory
Schools
Proudest school moment
First record bought
Worst job
Previous bands
Worst band
Most hated record
Lowest point in career
Proudest point in career
The most hurtful thing ever written about you
Favourite fantasy
Favourite transport
Musical hero / heroine
Other hero / heroine

Twice
A dustbin in Shepherd’s Bush
Maggot Farming (true!)
No, in a fight
Kung Fu Fighting
I think so
Being expelled
Tracy Tillman
Flame – Slade
Debt Collector
Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams etc
Conquest
Something by Louise or the Wootang Clang
Pontins at Camber Sands
Supporting The Pogues
No, it hasn’t happened to me yet
Oh no, I can’t tell you
Boat
Buddy Rich
Jacques Cousteau

Married?
Present home
Parents’ occupations
School begin in tears?
Earliest musical memory
Schools
Proudest school moment
First crush
First record bought
Worst job
Previous bands
Worst band
Most hated record
Lowest point in career
Proudest point in career
The most hurtful thing ever written about you
Favourite fantasy
Favourite transport
Musical hero / heroine
Other hero / heroine

Book

Lord of the Rings – J.R.R. Tolkien

Book

Film

Way Out West – Laurel and Hardy

Film

Television programme
Record
Clothing
Newspaper
Domestic pets
Most nostalgic record for you and why?
Spent last Christmas
Likes
Dislikes
Greatest fear

The Simpsons
The Bends by Radiohead
M&S pants
The Independent
Chickens
Greatest Hits by Queen
Disneyland
Sex
Not having sex
Getting Alzheimer’s disease

Television programme
Record
Clothing
Newspaper
Domestic pets
Most nostalgic record for you and why?
Spent last Christmas
Likes
Dislikes
Greatest fear

Favourite advertisement

Gold Block (?!!)

Favourite advertisement

Best holiday you’ve ever had

Diving in France

Best holiday you’ve ever had

Best present you’ve ever been given
How good a cook are you?
How do you relax?

A drum kit
Outstanding
Yoga

Best present you’ve ever been given
How good a cook are you?
How do you relax?

17+ National Health Service, own the rest

Not yet
Hampton Court
Mum – Nurse (retired). Dad – dead Seaman. Step Dad – dead also.
For fears
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor – Bach
Rochester Grammar School for Girls
Becoming Head Master
My bunion
Criminal
United Nations Representative
22 Khz
1,000,000,000 Mhz
The Birdy Song
70 fathoms
Midge and me at The Royal Albert Hall for the Montserrat Benefit Concert
Big-nosed bastard
Meeting Amadeus Mozart
Particle Accelerator
I don’t use the stuff
Captain Corelis Mandolin – Louis De Bernet
Titanic and Grand Canyon
Top of the Popes (Italy)
Grand Hotel – Procol Harum
Anything leather and kinky
If I’ve got no loo-roll
Whale
--Too much
My mum
Space-travel
Flying to Mars
Trips to Mars
Mars
A Ferrari 380 GTE
Midge has given me some great tips
Driving at 148 mph

Most beautiful thing?

Sunrise over a field, laying with my lover...

Most beautiful thing?

Emma (girlfriend)

Favourite music paper

They’re all bollocks

Favourite music paper

Home and Garden

Where are you going after completing this?

Venice, then home

Where are you going after completing this?

Bed!
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Mozart and Bach
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Real name

4th of September, 1973

First crush
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Hank Wankford
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Real name
Date of birth

Extreme Voice 17 : Want to Hear the News?

Want to hear the news
as we get it?
Then you now have two options! One is to visit the website (http://www.ultravox.org.uk) and submit
your email address on the “News” page. If you don’t have email, you can send us Stamped
self–Addressed Envelopes (SAEs), or, if outside the United Kingdom, International Reply Coupons (IRCs,
available from post offices) with addressed envelopes, and we’ll post the news updates to you as soon as
there’s something to report. As you’ve probably noticed, EV’s schedule is a little erratic due to our work
commitments, the website and the EMI CD re-releases, so the mailers allow us to keep you up-to-date in
the meantime. Many of you already use this free service, but we’d like to get everyone involved so that
you don’t miss out on any exciting developments! Send as many SAEs or IRCs as you like, numbering
your envelopes (no.1 of 5, etc) so that you know when they run out. Don’t forget – send them NOW!

CERISE AND ROBIN, EXTREME VOICE
19 SALISBURY STREET, ST GEORGE, BRISTOL BS5 8EE, ENGLAND
Email: ev@ultravox.org.uk • Web: http://www.ultravox.org.uk
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A. Reader
Some Street
Anytown
Elsewhere
BS5 8EE
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